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\normal
Apple Tree, 117 E. Bea!u,fo:tt
Fritz Pret·ze+s, 115

~orth

st.

Caboose Records, 101 Nprth St.
Mr. Goodbar, ·. lllt N'orth St.
Student Stores, 115 Nor~h St.

The ~-Amer.ikan comes .out every
third Friday, and is put together at 114t
North St. in Normal.
'

Ax in Hand, 107 Broadway
· · /Qm Shoppe, ·111 Beaufort

Elsewhere in this iss.ue .·is an ah;... __ !
nouncem9nt of the· next paper .meeting~·
E':'eryone, regardless of skills, is in"- ;
vited to come and help work on the. paper •

,,

~ittle

Shop, 136 E. Beaufort

Minstrel Record Parlor,•311 S._Main

st:

.

. . Policy. of sorts 1, CAll material in
thui i·ssue is the prod,U:ct of individuals· ;
,who argue and differ whh each other ' so
no one article should be construed a~
representing .the paper•s, line (We don't
really have one,)· . This includes the regular' col umris like "Red Flag, n '.':Alternate
Flag," 'and the "Straight Shit. r( . · · ·· . ·
1

bloomington

605i

The Joint,

·Send ail news artfole's, bo.ok and
record reviews,· how-to-do-'i t articl.es .
infC:>rmation, comment~ry, cartoo.ns, et~.,
sh?uld be se~t to ~he. office, If ybu.
th1n,k something. should be in the next
paper, send it to .us.: This incl.udes .
letters to the edi;tor,. which we welcome ·
even though we 'don 1 t have an editor·.· · '

N, Main St.

N.

McLean Coilnty Pant Coe, 601
'

'

Main

'

DA's Liquors, Oakland an(t Main
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Al's Book World,

Fro.r:i:,t S•t.
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~o6k Bazaar, 205~. Main St,

.

Sc.arlet Leather,. 113t N,. Main St.•
Book Hive, 103
I

•

W~Front
,

,

Classified ,ads are free and should ..
sent to, the office •. Regular advertis:1ng costs 30 bucks a page, 15 for. a half
,~tc. Call 828..:7026, ·
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You can make some bread hawking the
·Post:-•up to 5¢. for each c-opy sold. Call.
828-7026, 829~3701, or 8287944 •. _
·

Maple Grove Trading Co,, 310t N.,Main
News N,ook, 402t N. Main St.

·r

''F'ox and Hounds Hair Styling Salon, .Turn
o.f the Century, 612 N, Main ,
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ANTI - HIPPIE
ORDINANCE

PASSED

Or the landlord .could dodge the new
ordinance completely by forcing some tenants to mo.ve out. If a house has less
·
than 6 tenants, it is no longer a rooming
house. But this would raise the livirig
co~ts for everyone remaining in the house,
while some one would have to try to find
another place to live.

BuUroar
I told Mr. Jernigan how hard it is
to find an inexpensive place to live.
"Bullroar," replied the Housing_Co\inselor.
I told Mr. Jernig~ that enforcement .
of this new ordinance would increase
rental rates.
/

. by Jack London .
Bloomington's new anti-hippie ordinance, disguised as a routine housing regulation, took effect October 1. All operators of rooming houses, according to
the new ordinance, must have applied for
licenses by that date.
And just what is a "rooming house"?

A rooming house,
Pantagraph's article,_
place where more than
sons live and where a
are shared."

according to the
is defined as "a
five unrelated.perbath or bathrooms

So I asked the Housing Counselor why
they didn't just have a rule requiring
worn-out toilets to be replaced, instead
of having regulations against more than
five people.
·
Jernigan got a little angry. H~
said that these regulations were all
"based on logic." "Logic, pure and simple," he snapped.
I asked him again what was unnealthy
about 6 people living together~

"These regulations are based on expert studies," Jernigan said quickly.
"They were prepared by professionals who
are experts in the field."
And if "logic In -the experts I and the '
professionals have their way, it will be
the end. of communal living in Bloomington,
at least for numbers greater than five.

(Resistance?

"Bullroar," replied Jernigan.
Anotber man in Jernigan's office
claimed that Bloomington's rents were going down. Van Jernigan agreed.
As I sat in Jernigan's office; I kept
thinking of those brand-new s~per-expen
sive apartment buildings springing up all
over, the kind built in nauseous repeti-.
tion in the spaces left from bulldozing
the old houses, the ones with.character
and real wood. The city's edge is smothered with those ugly new ones.with card-

The Pantagraph was quoting Housing
Counselor Van Jernigan, who will be in
charge o.f inspecting these "rooming hou.:ses."

The only encouraging thing about
this new ordinance is that the landlords
don't seem to be complying. When .the
Pantagraph 0 s article came out, only 2
houses had applied for licenses. Donald
Tjaden, the director of urban ~enewal,
estimated that there are over 200 rooming
houses in town.
Without landlord compliance, it will
take the inspectors a long time t9 track
down all the buildings housing more than
five people.

Jernigan Interviewed
,·
I went to the Urban Renewal office
and spoke with Mr. Jernigan. He· confirmed
the Pantagraph's definition. Van Jernigan
said that 8 college students living together are. living in a rooming house .•

I

I

If two families living together total more than five people, they too, are
residing in a rooming house, according to
J!!rnigan.
So any landlord renting to more than
five people not all related to each other .
must now apply for a license. And after
he__ applies, Jernigan and his colleagues
wi~l inspect the house.
And this is what the inspectors will
look fora
Bedrooms must have 50 square feet of
space per person. If only one person
sleeps in the room, it must have 70 square
feet.
All the windows must have shades or .
drapes. The walls, floors, and ceilings
must be "sanitary."
The opera tor of.· the rooming house
must supply "clean and sanitary" towels
and bed linen..at least once a week., .·
There must be a bathroom for every
f·olll' rooms. The bathroom cannot be more
than one floor from any bedroom. (So
watch out for those attic and basement
bedrooms.)
Now those regulations don.'t sound
so bad for true rooming houses, the type
where the occupants actually live their
lives separately and consider only their
own sleeping room to be "theirs."
.But when a group of students or
freaks rent a big house together, they
· are living. together, ·and they consider
the whole house to be "theirs,~ not just
one bedroom.
·
How many landlords renting to a
group of freaks are going to come around
every w~ek with clean sheets and towel$?
And who ever expected a landlord to do
that?
Under this new ordinance, a landlord
has two choices.
He could accept the monetary expense
of making the house physically comply
with the code, (This might entail extra
bathrooms, larger bedrooms, and possibly
eliminating some bedrooms.) ·.And then he
could take the time to bring clean linen
every week. The result would be an in~
crease in r@!nt.

board walls and water-soluble plaster and
inflammable rugs. They make you sick with
their stench of plastic and you wouldn't
want to live in them even if you could
afford it and you can't. ·But they probably meet a],l the housing code's requirements, even though people hate to live
in them. But there's hardly anywhere else
to live.
·
It's so hard td ?ind a house that
doesn't cost $200.a month and doesn't say
"families only"·or,"no pets" or "year
lease" or "no students." And after a
long time· looking and yol,l find a place
and. thelarid,lord realizes that 6 people
want to live there because its cheaper
and you all ·like each other, sometimes
you still cah't·rent--the landlord thinks
6,people living together iswierd.
.

.

Well, Mr. Jernigan didn't think i t
was hard to find a house, andhe didn!t
think rents were expensive, so. I asked
him why it was unhealthy to have more
than 6 people ;Living together. (All the
regulations supposedly have a health
rationale.)
· ·

Shit Stinks
. Mr. Jernigan replied that 12 people
all using the same bathroom put wear and
tear on the toilet. He said that toilets
need to be replaced when they are worn
out.

.
And that will set back Jernigan°s
timetable••he told me he hopes tq be inspecting .!.!!. rented residences in about
a year~
·
I spoke with a local landlord about
·
Jernigan's policies. The landlord thought
.that· if the housing· ordinances were enforced, there would be no place in town
renting for u~der $200 a month.
Though Jernigan told me that a landlord would have to spend only $50 to $80
to make his house comply with the code,
the landlord disagreed strongly.
And I tended to believe .the landlord more.
·
Especially since it seemed that Mr.
Jernigan did not enjoy talking about economics. It seemed that whenever I spoke
about increased rents and other difficulties of poor tenants, Jernigan quickly
changed the subject. He prefered to speak
passionately about the "filthy" living
conditions and "overcrowding" he thinks
is.so prevalent in'Bloomington.
Jernigan almost reminded me of Ajax's
white knight, totally dedicated to the ·
holy crusade against dirt. .
But someone offered another opinion.
What town could resist hiring a new city
manager with such demonstrated experience
and expertise in "urban problems"?
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The man with the COCA COLA teashi:rt and the
total abhorrence of things communist ... '
words ''Laissez-fairei• emblazonhed across it.,
In a world that may or may not as a whole
And the woman vigilan,te •••
consider it totally legitimate •••
Who delights in ma](:tng up stories arid conComprised...
, ·
spiracies arotmd anybody leftest ••• ·.· '
·
The-base of his criticism of Nixon and.his
And testifying about it to artyb()dy who'd
greater criticism of politicians liberal.
Interruption ~f -column: . .
spend time listenning to her. • • ·
Buckley charged the mistreatment of Amiercan
· fhis ·is ail tmfair editorial beginning •••
All loved-him for his logic •••
P.p.s. •s, without m~mti.onning P.O.W. 's,
Whatever deity manages rair·weather has a
'
Which
moved from plan~ to plane, skipped
Anti
the
unparlllleled
bombings
by
the
u.s.
habit of sloughing off on peace marches, too,
·whole meters of lin~rality, and claimed to be
Buckley referred to .the torture. and anguish
usually witli extreme cold ••.
empirical.
of American families who· don't know· the fates of
Who says God is on ANYbod)''s side?
(One final example:
their sons,
Buckley stated that marijuana should be
Continuing or .rebeginning the· col~:
Without mentioning that their sons were
"decriminalized" .during the ques!tion and answer
Ahem .. -:
. -- --forced to go by the (J.S.. gove_z:nl!lent. ( 11 re5pon:period, which meant that possession should not be
sibility": adherrence to the words of Chairman ~ .
Wi'lliam F. Buckley, the no1.;ed Conservative
a Cl;'ime, ,
.
columnist, was in concert Wednesday evening
Richard),
several weeks ago at Capen Auditorium.
·
And that so many North Vietnamese families
. .
.
_ B-ut that sale should... ·
(A decent journalistic lead.)
were simply bombed out 'of existence •••
Marijuana, . he said, · would be in a situation.
The place was both swel teririg and crowded with
Beyond such considerations.;. ·
comparal>l~ to alcohoi during Prohibition, deConservative humanity.
And (most insulting) referred to hypocdsy
spite his admittai that it is neither_ physically·
Buckley had the larges.t Capen crowd since
'">f cri tiCs of the war
.
·.
addi'Ctive or harmful. •• · .
- ·. · . . . .
Leonard Nimoy....
·
By their refusal 'to acknowledge the mis- ·
While never di~ he say that we should return
The.difference being in the crowd's av:erage.
treatment of American P.o.w .• 's •••
to Prohibitio~ for dcohol... . .
age...
· Which is an analyses simply insensitive and
While never admitting that marijuana users
.
Even though· the same low-level superstar·
untrue.
· ·
.
·
. -. .
.
might b.e on par with him. .
.
aura pervaded. ·
·
· Criticized anti:-war critics for "using" the •
E'\{eryone to their own elitisim... .
For full audience dynamism, Buckley should.'
amnesty issue for further criticism -of the war,
An,d God gran; us the objectivism .. "
have been Mick Jagger...
··
Wh,ile doing the same thing 'with the P.O •. W.
T<;i preserve· 1t:Y _ _
·
·.
'"
For ISU, Buckl~y was enough.·· .
issue,.
\
' ·
·· ·
No matt·er what Buckley said, he'd be applaudIn short,
CrLtical Evaluation of the colwmi:
ed, even if one got totally lost in the verbosity.
Buckley took the establishment Rightist
The colunm i.s not put together tight enough
William F; Buckley gives speeches like ·
doctrine with all its bland inconsistencies,
an!f makes the mistake of not.purely concentrating
colunms, with the same careful complex orderingAccused all other doctrines,.on an analyses of t~e man's words, but also on ·..
and the same amount of mistruthS.
·Criticized them for being contradictory,
the man himself. Also, ft is not dmcrete, enough.
, One friend went stoned tQ hear. the speech
And refused to acknowledge his own. ·
There is no need for even writing it, since it
and couldn't make it through. • •
.
The· audience loved him for· it:
will convince nobody who is caught up in ideology
It was so convoluted.
The. woman with the "Who is Dagny Taggart?
either way, since tho.se ·rightists will think
("It seemed like he was using big words.
'tea~hirt,
.
- ..
··
·
.you 'are lying or insincere or hiding your intenjust for the sake of using them," my friend.said.) '
(Haven 1 t you'hea+d,_n she said in her most
tions and those leftests will ha'(e already surThere was Buckley onstage....
:righteous manner~ "of· a·book called ATLAS
_passed the piece•.s rather_ obvious point .of.
Looking less vibrant than expected,
SHRUGGED by Ayn Rand?'')
analyses• Why.write the piece at all? •••
Request~ing that the harsh tv lights '6e turned.
. Why indeed?)
off,
. . ,.
.
Standing with one leg stretc1hed'bacf 1 .ori
BSherman -. tiptoe...
.
It looked like he was. using the podiuin to ·
support himself.
.
.
.
And one wondered i f h!" was ill and what
giving a speech feeling ill was like, imd i f
Buckley thought-it was ~orth it...
.
.
And orie thinks of what.pace the weight of.a
TRUTII can do to a human. · _
·
·
Buckley's truths were o~ and .about the "1>01..:
itical Scene," politicitl scenery .being_ mos.Uy · ·
located in China •. ·
, ·
. ·
,
,
.
The man~ as:reporter, had visited China.with
40 others and the president Nixo~,_'
·
And Buc.kley Is speech were mostly pitchy
observations on the cotmtry.
(And later, · ·
·
There were blast at Ram5ey Clark's "ego•
tism" for criticizing U.S. policy in Vietnam
on the basis of one.visit •••
Buckley's speech, be it noted~ was a criti- ·
cism of all of Red China...
·
All on the basis of one visit.)·
What impressed Buckley at first was •.•
A) the absense of grass
B) the ·absense of dogs •••
;;The image of grass suffocated by concrete.
became a unifying element in the speech-•••
Symbollic of ·the sterility (intellectual)
of Red China...
: . •.
,
:
·.
And its adherence strict to the words of Mao.
(And what about a country ,that for years
lynched Marxists and Wobblies all in the growing
p~ins -of ideon tica1 solidification?) ' ' .
Buckley cited the fact that he hadn" s seen
anybody murdered_ ip. the streets or carried. off
by Secret Police in the night while in China •••
Though he said he knew·. it happened.
("It woul_c;i haye surprised us," he sai.d, "if
we were allowed to take an' unaccompanied stro,11
and run into 'the body Of a dead ci viliail. "J
·Though he said he knew it happened.
, ·With good friend 'Ronald Reagen gassing children in a park,
.
..
'And Democrat Daley shooting Biacks in their
sleep,
And Agnew threatening media res~raints.
Buckley criticized the sOftenri:lng in attitude
towards· Red China in accepting. them as a · COUntX'y,..
.
·. · .Not. much. better or worse than 6urs .••
.When once 'd.emocracy was .treated obviotis ly.
superior.
His tacit analysis. of)all of America's difficulties (illiport;Uit ones, .that is} in the fact
of our having lost faith (emotional,. intui~ive)
in the natural superiority of democracy •••
. . In_ a world that may or may not ~s ·a whole .
consider it totally legitimate ....
And
. '
'
In. the fact of our having los~ faith in the
Beginning of a colunm:
(A study 1n d1sarray)
One of summer's last·miserable days saw
1
William F. Buckley. It figu~es.
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. ' ..-: . : ~l: $'1\/E:: ~UP TOP •

:I CAN'T GE1'. ··'

THAT LONG.

LET'6'LOOJt.:: IN i:He 816'
DlcTIONA~i IN Tt4E

. W,bi<D:'

lff,. -Vhthaniese. hero,
-_ 19. Female soldi.er
20, One who drives·away.evil spirits.
,
24 •. Expres13ion of the .ego~. ·
25, · .· Gr.otip fighting u~s. > ·
aggression in Vietnam
(abbv,)
26, _ Yippies .
28. American author and
op_iuni freak,
29. One side• s right,· the
other wrong; .we Sl,lpport the _.··. (-abbv.)
JO, Exclrunation used by.
Fremch: hippies_.
Vay, expression of, ..
31! .
Jewish. hippies, ·
J2.: peasant
f ·
'J4, a drug .
_3:5. Democrats' mascot
37, . What your .parents probably think you are,·
J8, Ob:ject of imperialist
greed.
• .·
40,
Publication snaking.the
. ruling class .to its
. very bones; the most
. dynamic,. entertaining,
and relevant newspaper .
ih Central_Illinoi,s.
42~ Spectacular vc offen- .. ·
sive.
·
44. ·woody Guthrie was Bob
Dylan' s _____

'.

.,.

•·

:LIBl<ARY .· .

45.

'Object of Imper-ialist
greed.
48, . End of a joint,
.50 • · She can rip· off pills
· where she works.
(abbv,)
5~.

Dreamt ,of Arab unity,
52, · Heal thy sea 'fc;>od,
54 •... Atom.·ic Energy Authority, ( abbv. )
.
'
56. ·Bummed out, ·
5-7. Newspaperese for bust.
59. -to ·be sick
60, Tim Leary'.s drug,
'

,,.

'. solution on .pa9e

$.

->;'

.

•:

.

61. _ Method. of taking dope
'·_
~
62~
F--; Eliot Ness· y.ra~ .·
one.

down,

'

'

' '. , ' PUZ. z1e ·1

>-"~ ,..-:,~'.,

s

·across

Handy tool fOr ta~'.ing
. certai.n · cirugs.
6, NorthVietnam,E!se Army
9, > Former S9vi-et secret
~olice~ _ · .
·..
_
'·'
.\'
13 • . What we 're ali scared
of.: {two word~)
Cunnillingus_ & fella.tio ·(two words)
-1?. ' 'o.:..~ •. interv.enes for'
u.s. in foreign na-.
:. ,. t1ona.
·

crossword
\

•

1,

!?£/IOLlJT! ONARY..
...,

~

Cocaine'.,
2, Scareci . of. a bust
J ~ _·Famous- san -Francii:;cio
· undergrc:rnnd paper.·
4. ·organizati?n of_ Coun;;,
. terrevo.lutionary Le-

....1.

. g:lons·. (abbv.}
5. oi-gan ·throitgh which
do.pe _is ingest.ed. . .
6. ··Head. porker of u.i:>.;
7,, - Vie·t~amese guerrillas ·.
8, While
Hare
. ; (two
word.s"J;Spiritual rev:olut_ionists,
·
10, Diggers let you have
_things ......;..__
11. ·-,-in;. a hippfe
picnic
.
.
12. 'W~man groupie rock·.·
_band produced by· Zappa
14 •. Oil company
15. Heroin (slang)
- 21. · stool pigeon,
22·,_ What they. say dope-smoking is..
.
2}. · .
tf'la--.drunk by
·hippies in.the- ·summe.r
.,

27~ ..

28.

J2.
.'

'.

· Studeri-i;s J9r a Demo-..

cratic. ;::>ociiety ~abbv)
What·1ots ofprocessed'
food does· to u~
·
. "our boys" aft-~r they ·
come home ·
Comes in 'keys.
Hell·._. , _we won't, .gol
-··... :Projection ·

JJ.

. J.5~
J6.

--Great English.rock

group ,
J9. Countercultur~l music··
41. Right ._J
4J, What Jewish hippies
', had' to read ori the,ir
Bar Mi tzvah ·
·
46. Ii°li~ois' Agricultural
Association (abbv.)
47, Opens-the do~rs of
perceptic:m ·
49, .Police pressure '
5J. Chinese measure . of·
distance
55. • They try to make us
·buy what· we _don't want·
58.' -.· Diddly, blues singer
'
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Thieu's Latest Edicts
I ,

*

*'

I

The right ~o trial is suspended for all
government employees arid servicemen .accus·ed of ".treason, membership .in' a Communist organization, surrender to the.
enemy, rebellion in the armed forces, or
violation of .orders when facing the enemy." Instant <ieath sentences may be or-,
dered .in these cases~,.

*

:*

*

All·elections in South Vietnam's 10,??5.
hamlets are eliminated. The 44 province
chiefs, appointed by Thieu;· will appoint
hamlet officials.·

* ": *.

f ·.

Nixon's hea.d fundraiser, Maurice· Stans; .
unfazed by charges of involvem·en:t in_ the.
'bugging of Democratic headquarters and il- . .. ·.
legally concealing GOP fund sources~ is
still.busy, ,Appeals.to qorporation:7managersadvise preserving "government.dedicated·to maintaining and 'building the· sys- 'The federally-fundeq.school. breakfast pro-.
tem in which you have inV,est~d." .
. gram, previously serving juice' cereal' ..
milk, and sometimes ·egg!!!· and meat, is('now
.1.
moving rapidly toward , j.unk foods ·like
* *
•
· creamed cakes~·. ··ITT• s Conti.nental Bakery
The Days of, Denunciation of Crimes Against· is . feediri.g Twinkies for breakf.ast to
Women, an internati~nal trpn:,mal OJ1 abor-,
thousands ·of school ·children under the
··ti6n, contracepti61')., and .. fJ)rced steriliza- u~s. Dep·artment of Agricultu~e's revised
ti on, will be held Oct. 21-,22 • .For inf or- ... defi~i ti on of. "breakfast," Al; '!;hough the i
mation, write to Women's Nationa;I. Abor- ·
1cakes are f.ortified, nutritionists fear
tion Action Coalition, 150 5th Ave, i Room . that children will "learn" ;that sweets
314, New York City.
·
··
are gooa· for:· them. ·
·
·
·
··
~

Saigon Police are directed to "shoot to
kill" the· occupants of any vehicle failing to stop after the firing Of 3 warn.:. .
ing shots. ' Rpving: checkpoints routinely.
·stop vehicles and check for identity
cards, arms, and evidence of desertion
from the army.

*

*

*

,.

I.

'*

*

·:.~

gay. lib~ratic>'n groups have formed in. Mex.,.·
1co and Argentina, In Mexico, the group
operates ill;egally, being forbidden to .
'have a post'office.box, publish~si;ate-·
ments, or even exist as a lega).:organization.

*

Insuranc;:e .. Bureau, now maintains a data
..
mHliort persons• medical nistoJ'.'.y, .The.Bureau seil.sits-lnforniatfon
to irnmranc e eo.ITIJ?ani es.
banlc.art·l~

·*

*

Charges ha~e 'be.en dismissed against three
people di,stri,buting leaflets on ge"ttirig . .
out· of the.army at Presidio Army' Base,
·
The activists would have won their case
under a ·recent Supreme Court decision, so·
the .army avoiped a confrontation in court.··

'*

.· A new intelligence agency, the Medical

*

*

*

Acco-rding to the 1970 Bank.Secrecy Act,
bari.ks must now keep de'tail.ed records on
.all; their customers'· ;transaction--but they·
.are no·t supposed· ·to divulge informati.on ·
Unless i t is subpoenaed, However, several
banks.have been volunteering financial information about poli"l;ical activists, including Jane Fonda and.Dr. Spock, to the
FBI,

Thieu has indefinitely susper:ide~ popular
"*. ·* '*:
election of hamlet' officials. 'l'hey will
.·,
now ,be appointed.by officials select,ed. ;;· ·•· A sei:t-tril:ined, convict '.lawyer .in Attica
personal.ly by Thieu himself.. Als:o, Thieu · ..hae won a .suit asking $7500 damages from
has· decreed that· in ,;certain ca'se.·s," ·he ' ·. his: arresting offic.er~ ..foz: v;io'lation of
will· impose a,Eiritences without tri,ai:s.
. .·civil rights.
.
..1· . ,) ·.
.
Draft deferments for r:eligious people,
including Buddhist JllOriks, and members of
ethnic minoritief?·tra:ditionally draftexampt, ar.e ended, All able..;bodied men·
in South Vietnam are draftable now, so
many households are losing their chief
breadwinner.
..

*.. \

...

*

*

~':." - .

··-ij\···
~

. *' * . *"
Massive police round-Ups of civili_ans,
The lowest estimate is ) .. 0, 000. Others
estimate 14,ooo per.mop.th have beeri taken~
Thieu is conducting a super.media caJl'.lpaign
against McGovern, wl:tJ; 10 minute radfc;>;and
television spots calling the Democratic
candidate "vile,"' brazen," ''mad dog' n· and
·"traitor."
.
· ,. ' : · ·,' .

*

*

Despite the United Faf.mworkers' nat.ion- .. " .
wide lettuce boycott, the U.s ..Pepartment
of Agricul tur_e nam~d ·lettuce the "food of
the month," and prepared a series of tapes
in Spanish· to in,torm radio listeners of
lettuce's merit~.
.

_.,

·. \.: ,

...

-

··~

Establishment. of tough new press regula. tions, threateni.ng edi to;rs. with court-: ...
martial and requJrj:ng every dai'ly news-' ·
paper in Saigon.to post $47,QOO 'to cby7
er pos·sible fl,lture fines· and: court: char1ges stemming from Thieq' s: strict rule's.. ·
on ."national secur.i ty matters." · (News..:.
papers were recently conf:ts'cated for
carrying pictures of a U,$,-bombed.·facroty in the' North, Others were banned
for articles·about a Saigon offiCiai·
caught embezzling public funds,)
...

*

*

..

~.

-.. . ~ J7:·.. -·

:,, ; ~".""'( . ':.
_.......,,,

*

*

The Army.has· finally completed disiplinary
action against 80 Gis who defied the ban
on anti-war demonstrations in Europe last
. May. The stiffest sentence was 30 days, .
f'or an activist J'ighting OJ:J..f'irst ,amend..-·
·
·
·
merit grounds• · · ·

*

*

*

18 b~mbs ·cut off eleetric power in Por.!..
tµgal's two largef?t cities just before
the .President was s;_;,oz:h in for, his 3rd
. 7..;year ·term. Gurrilla activity has been
~·-Ill,!"· increasing in P9rtugal--a troop ship
..
......,..... : ·, blown up, planes destroyed, and telecom- ·
municatioris wrecked at a NATO ministers
mee:ti~g· are. examples•

. "* . .*
*·
Attorne'y General Kleindienst is trying· to:
stop the National Gommi ttee for Impeach-.·
· ment from agitating for Nixon's: removal, Kleindienst, says the Committee's purpose
is to influ¢nce the election, and has
therefore viola.ted the campaign funding
law, Kleindienst has so far taken no ·
action against the Republican Party for
sim~lar violations.

*

*

·A forme.r. aqny .captain recently charged
that the u.s. military has been suppres-'
.sing a 1971 report lie worked on which
're~ealed ~hat possibly up to 44% of all
lower ranking enlisted men were heroin
users,

*

*
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Over'lOOO people crowded into a Manhatten
church for a:· "celebration of .resistj!rice"
Sept'. ·6. ' Speeches were given by Jane .
Fonda,'Dave Dellinger, Dan Berrigan; Toni
Hayden, and others'. .· '
· ·
·

* ""*' '•

*

These news briefs are all s'Q.Iilmaries o:f
,
longer arti.cles f'r~m Liberation News
Service. Anyone interested-inreading
the complete articles is we.lcome to come
to the Post-Amerikan office at 1'14i
N.orth Street .in Normal.'

•,

* * *
Ford and General Motors were denied· price
Charges
of
1feusing
Navajos .were !>!;ought · ·
increases until after th.e· elec'tioris. The·
Price Coinmission·adv'isedthe corporations against reservation traders. at.·he~rings
to resubmit their' petitions around' '"the' · · ·sponsored by the Federal ~rade' Col!IITlis·-sion 'arid the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
middle of-November."
·
.The traders -were attacked ;for "cashing" ·
welfare checks in return for credit,
*' '-: * -,.: *
whichri:ever equaled the check's amount.
Inte,rest rates up to 360%, extravagant
A bomb exploded in.the women's washroom
of the U.S. embassy in Atheris A.ug~ 29, in prices, padding bills, and illegal · · ·
practices wer.e also brought .
protest of U.S. ·support t.o·the):·ight-wing pawnbroking
o~.
.
.
.
dietatorsnip of al'my coloriels.-rU:ling
·
Greece.
·
·
w·i th the' addition of videotapes :tb courtroom. technology, the legal prpcess· is going, through changes.· One plan 1 juries
would watch only the edited vi.deotape,
with overrule.d motio.na and objection~ _ex-_
purgated.
·

*

*

*

"You need a strong personality to overcome the effects of a name like-that,"
June Nixon told a judge in her request
for a legal name cr.ange. June:...-now Jean
Kirkpatrick--said"I cringed everytime I
was introduced, waiting to be asked if I
was a relative... •' ' -

.Although U.S. laws ~re tough on them, .
* * *
*
*
hitchhikers are accepted andprotected·
in Europe.· In Poland, a $2. booklet' pro ..
Tzu-tsai Cheng~ who was arrested a:ft~r:
·; Saying\ "he · is not n.ow .arta_ has . never beeh
.vides hitchhikers with acei,dent insurtaldng part in a demonstra,t,ion against
a nfenace to society," ·Lt. William. C.alance -and ·cch1p·ons. Motorists pie.king up .· ·~: -~the·· ·:h·ead·' ·.Of ...Taiwan •·s·· -s·e·cr·et·· p·olic-e, is
, 1ey's lawyers petitioned for cle~ency
hitchhikers get· some of the coupons·, ·
.and the waiver of the requirement .that
·being extradited from Sweden. Cheng was,
which offer ~h,iLopportuni ty f(l;r w·i&iing
-_arrested aft~r·:orie:.shot was fired 'at .the . Calley serV'e one-thi.rd -of his 20 years
prizes.
····
e:
:before
·'
\sirnret polic~<chief'., who is also vice:-., a parole hearing.,
·::Premier· of T8:iwan;and son of die.tater .··
'·*
.
· · Chia-ng Kai•;:~frek•; <'Cheng· is a member of .
* * *
-~'ah organiZatiqn fighting for sel'.f-deterFour sailors frc)m t'he USS Cochrane, a
inination Of' the Taiwanese majority who
The state prison at·Parchman, Miss. was
destroyer' r,efuse:d: to sag an9 - . take part
are ruled l>y ·:the -fua,1rilanders who came - :; - ..ruled"unfit for h'ilman-habi'tation under:
in an underground, nuclear .blast' il'l the. . _. W·ith Ch5,.ang ih his:·'flight from the Chiany modern concept of:decency," by a
·
Aleutian Islands a :re~r ago, O~t. 18.· ·.
J'le'-Se\~ev.o,J,.ution. · --··
federal judge recently •.· The judge e'i ted
·'.·-._..
. ..
'....
atrocious· ~ariit8:rft facilities and physi*·,:, ,• *
'* '*
cal :t>rutali ty to .inmates.
...
..
··'·•
*
'

'

'

.

'°

Angered over the-. dangers -pos.ed PY ill.°eg~ ....·
ally loaded- and ·ov~r-sized co!ll ·tt-ucks; .
wamen in Blackey Ky. blocked trucks from. ·
using the Blackey bridge. The. women :Wer·e
afraid that the· continual overstrain·. on
the bridge would .endanger the school •
buses which also use it. After -blocking
the trucks, ·the women called the State
Police 1 w-ho issued several tickets for
overweight vehicles.

'*' '*

mines lHd- off ··the·. Nc>rth ··vie:tnamese
'coast recently struck 'their first vie• '
tim--the U.S •• destroyer Warrington. The
warship i's darttaged so badly that it may .
hav~ to be sera':ped~ '.Meanwhile; the .· ..
Vietnamese are feeling no shortage of·
supplies.·•
· . · ·
·
·

*

*

*

Inspired by ...the CBS, documentary '"The
Selling of .the Pentagon,~.which exposed
the mi).i.tary •_s .Jnul ti-million advertisii:ig
apparatus., a gr.oup is prod;ucing and sponsori.ng, ',l''i{,;, radio, and magazine ads a,...:. · ' .
gairist the war.· ·Help Unsell the War cari
be cont.a~;te4 aj; box. 90J, FDR St;ation,
NYC , 10022.•, ' . ·. . .
. .·
'
,;.;;;

'··'

lo

••

*·

*

ing the Tupamarc;s, the urban_ gue,i;ril:J,:as ·
suffered heavy casua];ties. . Nbw ,1
Raul Seridic, the founde,r of. the, Tupa:rftaros,
is reported captured again. A year ago,
. Sendic.and 99 other guerrillas escaped
from jail through a, ha?ld-:-:dug ,tunnel.
hav~

.
.

-:·-

'.

·':

.,,

_· ..

*

Al though Nixon's, Price Cbmmission is dfa.:. .
igently trying to hold wages,- the .'Qig ·,
utility companies are being grante.d ,plen..,
ty of price ·increases. Consumers were .·
forced to pay $2-:t>illion.in rate increases granted cj.µring a, J-month period this .
year. Even though the_ increases'. rat;ionale was cost increases, profits for the
utilj,. ties. rose_. 11. 6%. :i:ast year •..

*

~'in_ce the Uruguayan army has begun fight..;

'*

*

u. s.

.,.1

"'

Al though . the E~rri'sburg Seven were never 1 ·
* * *
conv:icte(i of . conspiracy to kidnap Henry ·
- ·
'Ki'ssiriger, the white. middle-cl~ss jury, .. ,,,.. · Slintllated 'North Vietnamese_ currency, with
did find Father Berrigan and Sister .... ·
attached propaganda leafl'ets, 'is being
McAllister guilty of smuggling lett·ers'
·.dropped, over Npr1;h Vietnam.
in .and out of Lewisburg Prison. On Sept~ ·.
5, Berrigan got 2 years and McAllfstet,
one year for the smuggling.

*
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It seems we never cease to abuse ourselves.
In search of the illusive grail .of live music, we
never afford it. Yet we serve· as an already
made .market for the expensive dreams and promises
of whoever has. lumped together anything that
might even Vag~ely pass for a rock festival.
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Foghh, who. consists of some old people from
S~!.voy Brown, put on a fine. set, and Big Bertha,
- Bull Island is just another in the long, a.s
of late, list of rock failures, and more than that , a gospel wailer, was backed by a tight group, and
it isn't an island and while it may not even be
' supra strong locals. So much for Saturday night.
RAIN.
a peninsula, it is and should undoubtedly remain
300 o.dd acres of grass and sand and four strategSunday afternoon the sun poked out and Canned
ically placed water faucets.
Heat gave the pe6ple an entire aft.ernoon of good.
music, vibes, and a couple dozen :frisbees comAs usual, the promoters· of the fest, which
pliments of Mr. Bob Hite. That evening Black
saw some '.300, 000 peoples drag themselves and their
Oak Arkansas played a disappointing set. Having
tents and coolers anywhere from five to twelve
, seen them once before (and_ they knocked me out
miles to the site, and are facing charges of
the 1st time), I had expected more than th~promo
contempt of court, failure to place deposit of
hype,
which ~they seemed intent to lay down.
damage, and other evological and political tenants.
Earlie,r in th'e afternoon, helicopters, carrying
In the end though t~ey might be well to ans~er to
bogus red, white; and blue Black Oak Arkansas
the question, "Why in the hell didn't we see the ·
paper sun visors, circled about and plopped,th,e~r·
people play .who we paid to _see?" The adverti'sed
wares onto the masses. Psyched up for Black
list of artists in cluded Joe Cocker, Deep Purple,
Oak Ark and then they come on, Jim Dandy's
Rod Stewart, The Doors, The Allman Bros, Savoy
loips all right, by why is the bass1 player singBrown, Fleetwo_od Mac, James Gang, Bla_ck Sabbath,
in~?
The act was devoid of the intense rapportETC ETC ETC. None of the above played, though
Joe Cocker was' there and word had it that he deman- they had going' in Peoria and for their purposes
(thought I am sure they ;ire not so guilded) it
ded more bread and didn't get it. So he refused
was a,P.R. jem.
to play.

the lake erie canal

N
D'

, slowly at first, ·bpt .always seems to
choke gatherings to death usually succeeding to mall and injure but never to
kill. Local law, folk, just don't
seem. to cotton to mass hippy-type- happenings, prefering the atchtrral mode
of Eth.an Allen and ambush· in the name of
corn

.

\

IL

1

Among the groups who did decide to play were
Albert King, Big Bertha, Foghat, Pure Prairie
League,. Canned Hea,t, Black Oak Arkansas, Ted
Nugent and the Amboy Dukes, Flash, and Brownsville Station.
·

Facilities need not exist in order to' survive, and yet would you care to venture as to
the final accumulation of 300,000 people shit':
Three basic unde+lying' factors have destro"yed every attempted outdoor rock get together-as
-of late, and I feel compelled to talk about them
and though something may be sprung, here they are.
I.

soda pop festival

THE MULTIFESTIVABUNDITY OF DOPE Possiply
the most glaring problem, this goes through
literally the entire orgasm of the fest•
Whereas it was once thought that reefer
and psychedelics furnished the basis for
mind alteration, now downers, smack,
coke, a little speed, and numerous. varieties of just plain bad acid, 11-iC, MDA,
whatever, pass into the tainted receptacles of blown away music_ needers ~
Selling bleach, and rat poison sotmds of
Medic! bend ones high, often till it
drops away all in all: Frequency becomes
so confused.
·
'

III .. MUSICAL DEFICIENCIES Plainly and truthfully spoken this spells out clearly •. ·
When totally involved music takes one
where it wants to. A large gathering
is thUS-tamed and sootheJ. No music
more time and thereby c;ronsumed noticing
the differences among peoples and hi,
adding much to the hypertension in the
audience.

\

THE LAW Promotion blunders aside, this
sometimes begotten arni of society creeps

Perhaps this told you something, perhaps not.

"

by Perry Noyes
Tests are learning experiences. Everybody
will tell yo.u that. Amost everybody.

SOlUTl 0N
10 -PUZZLE
ON P.5
1

Since it's been a good 3 weeks since the last
POST, and since it's unexpected, and since part
of th'e POST' s very purpose i s didactic, and since
at le~st one of ~he POST writers (this one) is ,
a disr.pectful fuck-off, the test is presented.
If one is an a student, these ten simple
questions on the last issue should be simple.
if one isn't then it's tuff shit kid, but that's
competition in education.
. .
1. ·The famous celbrities appearing on the
front cover are <J.) Nixon daughters. and spice
(plural of spouse;) b) David Berlo and secretary;
c) local gynecologist arid patient; d) J. Edgar
Hoover. and god.

2 .. Parking at ISU is a) a drag; b) immoral;
c) not bad if one hasn't a car; ii) the most
irre~~vant issue on campus.

5; Student Stores would like students to
send them a) a buck; b) any spare dope; c)
a I?int of blood; d) any information worth
blackmailing 'David Berlo with.

6. According to Coxes, th_., ;ingle most
important issue facing mankJnd today is a)
racism; b) the' most recent nonsense from Hovey
Hall; c)- what their next colunm is going to be;
d) opium for the masses.
·
7. "A woman's place is in the home" is.an
example of one of many .a) myths about working
women; b) song lyrics from the 1930's; c)
song lyrics from the 1940 • s; d) song lyrics from
the 1970's. ·
8. Gen Tel makes a) transceiver5 for Army
plan«rS; · b} monopoly money;. c) 4 out of 5 calls
incorrectly; d) phone' tays.
,g. According to Mandr:l.11, heroin dealing
should be dealt with; b) is alright for the
CIA; c) is alright for the Saigon government;
d) (I don't know; I couldn't read the art;icle.)

1 a)

3. Anybody dreading to take a specific required course, according to Claude Meteskey,
should a) wait a few y•ears in cl!-se requirements
change; b) take it anyway, since god wants you
to; c) kill th_emselves; d) go someplace else.
4. Etconiics were a) precrusor to the underground comics; b) a crock of shit; c) a
figment of BSherman • s critic al imagination;
d) more. significant thatithe worJ.s of Marx.

.10. 1 "Joe Vanist" is a) an ass-hole; b)
a good fuck; c) a superficial comic. strip
dealing with obvious and not very relevant aspects of sexism; d) all and none of the above.
, Extra credit: There is ·a tremendous factual
.ep-or on the front page; Can you find it?
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The album' move; along from Graee's open-verse
ryhmes and loud voice sail,ing over fo some of
Jorma Kaukonen 1 s (Hot Tuna) finer leads. One
thing cart be said about the Airplane, they work
together vocally. as well as mus.ically.
·
Again Grace has one of Ji.er. ''machine". songs on
the album. '. Its called "Eat Starch Mom" . and.
strongly sounds in nieaning to· ''Hey Frede tick "on .
the 0 Volunteers" album.
.
·
One thing was definitely lacking was one good ·.
"soft'" song by Grace. She shouted. all the ·songs
on Long John and listening t.o this .• album I wished
she would have sung another "Triad" (Crown of
Creation) song or at least another ''Woodeti Ships"
--but tpen maybe she's .progressed or passed by
this style,
· ·
Airplane gives their rendition of religion in
· Son of J.esus and Easter--2 songs 'that musically.
aren't as rocking in some respects as the other
songs--but these two are smooth and eas}rmoving
~t~s~..
·
p. s.

•

;,.

(

i•to~g -J~.~~ SUV:et;"'' is Jeffet;"son: Aitjllane 's
latest edition to rock. Packaged in its own puttogether box (p,lace tab A in slot B) , the record
There are·sE!veral obstacies facing anyone
is not"
bad representative of where the Ai~lane
wishing to make a good ecology film--if one uses
is music-wise.
· the traditional "givens" of Hollywood filnunaking.
. Alt.hough not up tb "Volunteers" (a personal
One can present as· many visual images of nafavorite) staitdard,s by a long-shot, Long John is
·.· . tural beauty versus h\Jman destruction as they
. ..
. _
.
.
deem fit. but at some point the ,pl,ot. nas. to' in~" .. . enJ,oyal>l~ .-,. ·. ..
trude. This:
conventiOnal fiim teims means di:_ . . . It. St~rts. out:' ~ith; the titi~ s6n~. "Lol).g John"
Silver"-,-telling of a pirate who is free to do as
alog, and no· one., it seems, has yet been able to
he wants because as Grace tells us, "He. knows nowrite a·'.dramatically interesting or realist.le .
. body's got ya . i~ ya don't sign your name."
· sounding ecology harangue, (unless one. g 0 es back,
. The ·sohg moves along with a strong rocking
to Ibsen.)
'
·
}>ass. l~ne .. and, of course topped off with Grace's
The debates in. Silent Runn..i'!lg".'".,-the film's. vostrong v6ice,intervi11-ing thro1.1gh the music line.
cal message--are as goo~ an illustration as po~..
Next Gi;:ace sings one -of her own compositions
sible of how unconvinCing and moralistic such
. .
. . conversations can sound, P.articularly when com- . · "Aerie" (g8!1g .of eagles).. It's probably one of
the best songs· on the album. · Following is one
pared to-th9 subleties o.f visuaf polemic.
of Paul Kantner 1 s songs--"Twilight Double Leader"
Silent Ruiinin_g_._ for those· not knowing what I 'm
talking about is one of those.family science fiction films in the tradition of George Pal
(Destination Moon, When Worlds Collide, War of
the Worlds) about a scietist 's attempts to pre- ,
· serve the last piece of Earth's woodlike--on
·
board a giant s·pace ship greenhouse he takes over.
Emphasis, as in these type· of science fiction
films, is les.s on plot than on special effects.
Which, as my· statement about dialog suggests,
(Inspired by a recent Post-Afuerikan ar- · ..
might be a good thing~ (2001 is an interesting
"ticle .ab~>Ut _the southeastern H~mp n.ea.1ers.
~1
.
· Association, some l.ocal people have formed
hyl;>rid in its subtle dialog· and use of effects
.·
.
•· . - ·
.
·
the Bloomfogton Normal Counc,il e>f· Weed
..
to mold, a metaphysical message.) Silent. Runnirig
may have been intended as a serious ecology
~/
People. In Atlanta, the Hemp Deal"ers · ,
statement, but in the context of its style, its
Ass~ciation cnal).n7l~ profi7s. into community
.
FVI
proJects--free clinics, cri.sis. centers.
messages works best only as a device to keep the
and political' organizations. See New.a
effects moving.
Briefs ln Post-~erikan #8.)
An interesting problem i.s raised. Earth in
the film has· glutted itself with technology (and
.The way "Weed. People" deal with the ...
in the process, we are told, eliminated war, po- '
responsibility of' quality marijuahlll. is to
verty, and unemployment) so that the only wildmake is accessable.to cu1ture frea~s at a
life left is in the ·spaceships. 'Technology descheap· cos.t ($10, an e>z.) _which would in- .
troys environment and at the same time preserves
elude a $1 community nonta~. '.rhe money is
its last vestiges.
·
to be used for bail.and defense on.weedThe viewer is caught between admiring the
related charges·. It could also inc_l'ude
breathtaking gagetry (Trumbull did 200l's effects)
the setting up..of a free. heal th clinic to.
and the natural beauty.Dern is trying to preserve.
deal no.t · orily .with. the drug· culture• s ca~ .
That both are viewed in idealism doesn't lessen .
sualties~ but. a1so with some of us .who need
the dilemma. In the film, when the greenhouses
other ll}edical hell'•
are ordered destr.oy,ed (too .expensive. to. ma:l,tita;in) .. ·
all but one are. That. gte(\iihouse ~ 1at the pro:... . '
Where weed is no,t so cheap fit should
gramining of scientist Dern, is sent into Space
never-be over $15 a full oz,;), at least $1
finally tended by a lone rob.ot drone.
should be contributed, to the Weed Pe.ople.
1 The
The traditional science fiction message· bemoney should come out of the $15, not·
comes: te'chnology is amoral;· even i f it may inadded on.
'
·,
fluence humans, humans are ultimateiy responsiWhen.you l!'COre your next lid, ask
ble for any perversions or creativities it is
your dealer .i,f he's going to pay a .buck.
put to, Thu~ the robo.t .. drones, programmed by
to the Weed People. lf.he isn't,.pay
Dern..,.to play c~rcis ~ci farm, 'acquitej;c;hai'm they
h.im or ~el:· a dol\ar i.ess, and turn . the
lacked as mere maint~ance tools (their former
nontax in yourself'.;
function on the ship). It's not a particular
weighty idea, except as a response to .the ecoUntil a more. effective sys,tem can
logical primitivists.
be set up, s·end the money to Weed PeoWhat one watches the film for, still, is the
ple, c/o the Post Amerikan, 114i North
marvel of watching things work and the old pulp
St., in Norma];.
quality of the action. To my mind,. Silent
Running' s message is: enhanced bes·t by this and
(NOTEa 'though the Council of Weed
t¥ image of Dern r\miling ·th_rotigh a. fa.rest we
People· is not directly connected .with
know only exists in .-his imagination •.
SILENT
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the Post, we are willing to temporarily
the nontax. We can attest to
,the• sfoceri ty and legitimacy of the
proje~t~)·.,.
· ·
rec~ive
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,RESPONSE TO ILYIN STA.RIK'S A~TACK ON
THE WOMEN'S LIBERATION MOVEMENT IN THE
LAS~ ALTERNATE FLAG .
HOW MUCH IS A· WIFE WORTH?

Could it be that Ilyin Stank is the penn~
foP HaPold Liston, ·editor. of -the PantagPaph?.
(Loca.lly, qnly Liston i's' usually so openly ho.stile to women.) 11ConsideP, for instance, the
so-called women's libePatiOn. movement." What
othep explanation can; there be foP the iise of
such q. .c:irude rhetorical gimmick as "so-called"? ,
How dare a wn teP who chattePs on about "the duty
of a revoluti.oriazoy" give us this silly put-down .:
of one of 1the majOP revolutionazoy foPCeS throughout the world?
./
Mr. Starik says that, 11Men·may have a few legal advantages. but those are nghtfully being·
just nQ possible reply to a
reduced. 11 There
statement so hope less ly naive or piggish (depending on hOI;) "tolePant" you are); It shOl;)s eitheP
ci woefulty inadequate knowledge of the stzoucture
'of our society OP it is a deliberate pu~-dOl;)n of
women,
Mr. S·tal'ik says '•that, "The impoPtant questian
is whethep or not peop.le may act as- individuals
without suffenng societal pressure fop departing
fPom societal. norms." What in the hell does
.
"acting as an individual" mean? po you have to
depart from "societal norms" before you can be
. called an individual by Ilyin Stank? Does that
mean ·that a revo.lution'ary only supports. thos.e who
have the margin to move individually? .Dpes that
mean that we· just don't /concem ouzoselves with ·
the masses of women st'u.ck in homes with unpaid
work, st~ck in the lOl;)est paying'jobs, stuck
wit~out childcare, stuck with uraJanted children
OP hack abortionists'/ People in these positions.
· can't escape from "societal norms" atone. HO!;)
does "in#·vidualism'' help them? Perhaps Mr. ·
Starik is feaPful that if these women get ,toge- ·.·
ther,. they will use their salidanty to dea'l with
the 'likes. of him,
The women's libePation movement, no matter
what short te:rm form it takes (even "'hen it takes
·t;Jie form of violent attacks_ on men as men),
f;hpOl;)s into question the whole capitalist definition of worth and the division of labor upon
"'hich this is based. F'or this 'reason the women's
liberatiori moveme]J.t Will ndt be :Stopped either ·.
. by media misrepresentir.tion or bft; sloppy put-doumE>
. by ' "radfoa l 11 men.

.

.

I

,

.

One of America's largest·ba.nks assigned its' economic research department to the task
. of figuring the value of services ren·dered by a wife (at the current- rate) for work she
does all around the house.They, c1;mie up with t.he total of $8,285 for the year, or $159'.34
a week. 'This is the breakdown:
·
·
Nursemaid

\

$55;63

Dietitian.

3.00

Food Buyer ..

4.95 ;.'

Cook

is

32.75

Dishwasher . ·

9.30

Housekeeper .·

26.~5

Laundress.

,11.21

Seamstress .
Pr~ctical

3.25

Nurse ...

1.20

Maintenance Man .

3.83

·Gard~ner

3.57

Ci:hal!ffeur

4.:40

TOTAL.

. ..........

. ......................... $159.34

,,

Jan Cox ·
.

'
Huddled inside ner hut
clutchl.ng 'a naked child
to -her. breast, ehe listens·
to the sound of B-52's
fiying northward.
· she is my·sister

\
/

WOMEN;S CEITE'H

Marching down'a Belfast
street, her rage drivi!'lg
her into.t~ British gun,
a tear in her eye· ·
she is my sister

I

-

Blooming ton. -Norm al

'

./

dark eyei;i flashing above
the white veil, walking to
market through the Casbah.,
remembering in •6].', when ·
her basket held a bomb.
sh.e J:s my sister

H~r

·,

by Barb Willer
A number of developmerits have !}een occu'fing
· in! the Women's Movement here in Bloomington~!'for
mal •. Foremost, a meeting was held. at the Women•·s,
Center on Thursday, s'eptember 21. It was decided ,
to. hold general meetings on every other Sunday;
·
the next being October 1.5 ~t 8 p. M.
' ··
Besides t.he general tneetitgs,. rap gr·oups·'
.were formed. The· rap groups are into everything··
and anything the 1~ornen in .each group want to tal~
about.
. The rap groups -.have qn the av~r~ge 7' people
and meet on the night most convienent to the women
in the group:
·
· ·
\

;- Some other things being organized are an aut.o
mechanics class and a theology rap group. The
auto mechanics class is go_ing t:o be taught by ·a
woman. mechanic in Downs. The Classes will· be
on.Thursdays at 6:00 P.M. and the cost is $1.00
per class. The woman has said she'll teach any~
thing a11yone IS interested in, and YOU (:an b.ring
your own cars to work . on.
.1

'·'

:·

Ji' ingers pgunding ov,er. the keys,

her back aching from eight houI"B
of sitting, thinking,. cj·f ·
the kids' d;ishes to, wash~ dihner. . she is my · sistei.'

·. -~ ,

,1 The theology:o rap group' will go into. women's·
role.s in· relig~on and ·~ociety. It wHl get into
~iscussin·g the pdrtrayal of women.· in relfgion as· ...
it has. been and the effects this .portrayal ha.s had_
on society.
'
·

Grabbing p],ast:eI' out of the
baby's }ii..o\lth, :sne hopes the
exterminator comes soon and
dreads the social worker,
due today'."
she is my sister

·..

Some of the women will be writing artic.les
for the Pqst Amerikan. \~omen are ~ncouraged to
write for the Post-Amerikan so that a ·feminist
view is heard.
:..
..
The.. lfomen' s Center is J,dcated at 304 North
Street in the·basement. The number is 438-5323.
·Fell fr:ee to stop, in to make use of our library,
rap, or Just take a 15reak,
Fqr. more· information, call the ab.ove number·
Qr Linda or Jeanette at 829-~576.

Jeans fading, torn, she stands
on the. corrier, eyes glazed, dying,
looking f,or a friendly face to
ask .for a·dime, a quatershe is my sister

-\

'.·

.

with al,1 of her des'pair and
her frustration- ' .
with all her anger and her rage..;
with.all her atrength and· her loveshe.W'ill come out, and riseup1
and say ~no more"
and she will win •
.she is lnY .sister

By Mary Deaton, Berkeley,
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tri11 on women

This ·article is a reprint from Women, Vol •. 2 no. 4 •

by Donna Keck, .Baltimore
I. have been ·poli ti.cally active
since 1960 when I marched on my firet
civil rights demonstration in support
of the lunch-counter sit-ins taking
place in the South. Since that time
·-..y politics have evolved through various stages from civil rilghts to antiwar to anti~ capitalist to anti-sexist.
At every stage of my development I have
been faced by politically "more ad.
vanced" positions which challenged where
I ·was at.· In. the beginning, if one
were really fighting racism, one had to
go South and endure 1;he risks involved
in·the unfriendly teTritory of Mississippi, ,Georgia, and Alabama.· During the
ahti-war. str.ugglE!, I was. challenged to
put my _body on the line by breaking'1:he
law to symbolize and prove my opposition
t;p .the war. As li'ljr understanding of cap•
i talism developed, I was told that .the
, correct way .to oppose the system was
to work in a· factory and ,take on .the
workers' •struggle. Now in the' women's
movement,,r a'm confronted by demands
that to be trqly·woman-identified and
revolutionary.one must cease :to relate
to men, directing all of one's.energies
' and emotions to women. . Each of these
positions is valuabte ·in 1 ts.elf, but
laying any one as am imperative for
everybody ia ~ guilt trip.
.
For a while it felt very good to '
be in the women's movement. For the
first time in my life, I felt ·accepted
and w_hole ,- I felt like. a good and pro• .
.ductive person. Women from different
bal;l.kgrourtds listened to one another, ·
supported one another, and grew stronger
together. Differences based on class,
race, sexuality, and otl'ler areas emerged
and began to be.dealt with. But.the
level of struggle escalated fast and
now, if one doesn't share all the worst
·oppressions, that iii!, if one isn't a
third-world, working class ,lesbian, tlrte
feels isolated, inferior, guilt-ridden,
and politically paralyzed.

. . The_ point I _want to make here is.·
·that sectarianism in all its vari'ous
manifestations has peen excaedingl destructive to the movement in this coun~
try. There is simply not just one correct way to ~evolutioniz~ a society as
large, diverse l(lnd complelt as ours. I
want to speak ou:t strongly-against
sectarianism in.the women's movement
because. my guts are in i.t and because. it's. espeG:ially dangeroui;i at a
time when we nave the opportunity to
reach women at every level and throughout our society. Women advocating their
version of the politics of puri1;;y are
no different from the Progressive Labori tes or the many· other splinter
groups each canting ite own brand of
Marxism-Leninism. The message is .
qu-ite different, but the reality is the·
·e;ame1. a small group arrogantly pronouncing the right way f OI,' .us all to
make the revolution. I left the Catholic Church when I was 19 and I have
no desire to trade.one .catechism for
~nother.
Finally, intra-movement squabbling has always been pointed to by the
. powers-thar...;be as proof_ that we should•.
n't be taken seriously. Sectari~ism
drains. our energies because l, t is
emotionally upsetting.and because it
i'orces us· to spend more. :time. ·battling
it'out among ourselves than talking to
people out tner potentially ready to.
listen.
.

·,

:

.

I am actively.fighting sexism and
I am ~woman-identified woman. To me ..
that means I all'i totally committed to
understanding and exploring our com•
mon experiences and to working out our ·
common future. Most of·.my energy is.
directed toward women because women
are thinking .about imd doing things I'm
interested in. I love women, thanks to
. my experience in the women. s movement,
and I am happy that I am awoman. I am
open to relating to women sexually, but
do that when. it feels good and not be:o
cause it is part of a political program.
. t

.,

,
None o! this prevents me from re. lating .to men, however. I can only
view it as· anti-hµman to suggest that· ·
all women'refuse to relate to the other.
half of the human race. Certainly: I
don't waste my time with men who are
'antagonistic, chauvinist assholes. I
relate•to men_who respeot me and who
are trying as'hard as hard as·I am to
change and. it is female chauvinism to
suggest that women are categorically
betterthan men. It 'is also political- .
ly suicidal to exclude men since.re•
·
alistically very few women oan, ever
entertain such a possiblility.
·
I want to affirm the contributions that·lesbian/gay women have'
m.ade to the women's liberation movement, and I embrace lesbian/gay women
sexually. ·Consciousness;_ raising on ·
the issue of lesbianism has been very
importa11t.for all of us, ·and.the concept of woman-identified women which
originated with radical lesbians ·is .
firidamental to.our movement~ But it
is on~ thing to say we must deal with .
heterosexual chauvinismand'another to
say that we must smash heterosexua1ity
or that, all heterosexual women oppress
lesbians and all white women oppress
colored women, etc. Such guilt trips .
get us'no where because there is noway
·to eliminate privilege in this society.
.We can try to understand it and we can
learn n,ot. to .use it against one another, ,
out our various cl.ass, race, and. sexual
privileges will remain until:oqr'society is tr~nsformed.
'

\

'Political criticism and analyBis
are extremely important to the development of our movement. I am not advocating thatwe.allow ourselves.to do
whatever feels good, nor that. we support
every woman where she is.at. We need
to challenge c.omplacency and passivity
among ·womens ·we need to push ou:rselv,es
to be' strong and active. But. severll'.lg
all ties tomen is not the only way to
fight. sexism.
·'.

On one level. what we have to do
seems. quite simple. Whi-te men over 30
make up.only'15% of the population .and
only a small percentage of them wield
the pawer in'soci19ty. So the rest of
us -- over 85% of, ·the population -blaclt, brown, red, · yellow people, women
and y<>Ung people -- we need to identify the real enemy and get it together
to remove nim from power.
.
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THE DEMISE OF"PACIFICATION:"
REBJiLLION IN SOUTH VIETNAM'S MEKONG DELTA
by Teddy Frar.klin

VC RUN 11

LIBERATION- NEWS SERVICE
·I

SAN FRANCISCO (LNS) -- Large part~ of S_outh.
Vietnam·• s coastal pldns . from Hue south to Binh .
Dinh province. (the second most populated province
in Vietnam) and the Mekong Del.ta, where more th<111
a third of South Vietnam's people live, are now / ·
rid of Saigon rule--a development wl:iich has. been
overshadowed by _the sensational .publicity given
to main-unit' battles.

outposts, 22- were· overrun by liberation. forces
and58 abondoned to themoyer four mo~ths a:go:
In one particularly vivid incident;" .ari ARVN hatallion of tJ:ie Ni th Infantry. Di vision marched
into an ambush and was annihilated.

It 'is civilians in places like Kien Hoa who ·
are now shooting the_ shgon army batallion commanders 'who come knocking at their doors. And it
is civilians, in phces like Kien Hoa who have applauded the executions of Phoenix operatives in
.
.
newly liberated zones during the recent offens.ive.
The b·atallion co1rnmande_r, fleeing for his life,
·
sought refug-e in a farmer's house nearby. The
These executions of the Saigon' government's
farmer,- however, knew the Ninth Division's re:most hated representatives have inspired a delu~e
putatiort for looting and raping civilians of
·
of u.s. propaganda: claiming th~ as proof that a
the 1Delta. 'ire took one look at the officer's
general "bloodbath" would. follow· victory by the
shoulder patch' and shot him dea:d;
. .
National Liberation Front.

Many U.S. military experts consider the Mekong
Del ta, a fertile, populous area southwes_t· of
S,iagon, the key to ultimate victory or .defeat
in Vietriam. Severi miilion·South Vietnamese peas.ants
liVlf in the Delta (!1ilitary Zone 4 on. U.S. m~ps).
Lacking a popular base, the AR\flf, ·like the
.
U.S. · officials in South, Vietnam began to .feed
For· years they have supported. the National LiberaU.S. army before them, ~must rely on blind technostories of a "mini-bloodbath" to American journation Front, and they control most of the· rice suplogy--artillery and airi)ower--and a massive
lists in early August. They claimed, that l~bera:
ply to the rest of South Vietnam.
policing operatidn known as "pacification."
tion
forces had massacred hundreds of civilians
For a decade, the United State tried to estabin Binh Dinh-province,on the central coast. The
Ear~y in the sprin~ offerl~ive, the t1wYork.
lish strategic hamlets and secure villaJYes from
U.S. press dutifully repeated the story to the U.S.
Times confided tha_t a "ve'ry dark situation'' had
i\rhich to conduct search-and-destroy missions
public.
emerged in the Mekong Delta, mai::ked by 500. guerrilla aga:i;,nst i1earby guerrilla forces. A successfully
attacks. in one two-week. period •. _A month later,
"pacified''' town is\a near cousin to the o:ldBut no one bothered to check out the facts·,
an American advisor described Chuong·Thien provice
fashioned coilcentrati.oi: camp _;. rinS!ea_\>4ith th~
("the hub of the lower ·Delta") .a cavity, ancl. ._
same barbed wiire and aimost as difficuit tci leave. untii"another Newsweek reporter, Ron Moreau, reached
the scene._.
another said, "We' re just gradually disappearing ·
from sight down here." Over 77'Saigon government
t With the assistance of. the· CIA, Operation
••in my interviews, I could not substantiate
outposts had fallen in Chuong .Thifm .alone a,nd the
Ph'oenix:. a joint U.S.-Saigon projeCt launche;d in
these allegations of mass murders." .Moreau repor-.
pacificat.i9n program was in ruins; .
19'68 has conducted thousands of raids on contes/
ted. "In ev~ry _case in which people· actually sa:w ·
ted ~illages to elminate National Liberation .
the exeC:utiOns, ·only orie or two government o_ffiBy late August, the Saigon government's grip
Front cadres by ·arresting them or killing them'.
cials were killed. · Many .dea.ths fippeared to have
over the Delta had deteriorated so drastically that The U.S." Agency for Internatio!1al ·Development ·
been counted mol:e than once.;,
U.S. military advisors were•spewing forth sour
. helped out S_aigon Is 120 ,•QOO-man police force
grapes.•
in developing· an FBI,.style i:omputer system that_
"Probab~y 25 people were killed and r'epcirted,
would keep tabs on every South Vietnamese Cititen times over," admitted one U.S. military of''I am not a" true believer, but- I·~ ha-ye s·worn
zen over' the age of 15. Those who attracted atficial in Binh Dinh.
that the Delta was one .area we didn't have to
.
tention were marked for execution. By mid-1971,.
worry about," a U.S. official in· Saigon told News20,000 peg,ple had.been kille,d in Operation PhoeApparently, the only tragedy at Binh Dinh
week. "Now I'm worried more about the Delta than · nix.
was
suffered
by Operation'Pho~nix whose field reHue and Quang _Tri."
prese'ntatives had earned. the enmity of. their fel:But the enormous. effort at "pac ification'' has low citizens by co.operaqng with a U.S. task force
·~Three years ago you couldn.1 t even drive .out
never achieved more than temporary _success~' "Desspecifically assigned to do as-sassinations.
·of town~ 11 offered Lt. Col. Joh~ R•. Meese, the
pite a decade of pacification efforts, Vietcong
.chief u,s, advisor at· Chuong Thien. "But then we
agents J:iave apparently been collecting monthly
Nguyen Thi Thap, the widow of an execute~.-.
made conside;fable .progress on pacification • . we
taxes from rubber Rlarttation workers within 20
· Phot¥IiX operative, told Moreau_, ''The people said
really thought nothirig could tun) us around ag;lin.
miles of Saigon without. interruption since at _
my husband should die. After he was dead, the
At least, we thought that way right up lllltil. March
least 1967," reports Malcolm' Browne, a ryew York
people seemed .p.leased. ,,.
• of this .y~_ar; '' Now, Meese is once again afraid to
Times correspondent. Before the offensi:ve,. the
drive out of town.
.
'
U.S. conunand folled itself that this was not so.
At the town of Vihh Kim in the Delta's Dinh · ·
In th~ populoU$ zone;s where the
applied
Tuong province,. PLAF (People's Liberation Armed
the b'ulk of its "pacification" expertise, so.many
Forces) troops overran local defenders, hoisted
an NLF flag· for _three days, and waited for Saigon's innoc-ent civilians were. killed t_hat the prograi11
made ·enemies faster thari it could eliminate them.
inevitable task force. to resp?nd to the bait.
0

u.s:

Two.ARYN (Army of the Republic of Vietnam)
Ranger bai:t.alions ,··rus'hed to the scene, and got
caught in devastating alhbus})es with heavy casualties
· ..1 s
· PLAF ambushed a company o f s aigon
Nearby, the
h
1
th t
Regional Forces and captored thew ole. ot w1 • ou
firing a shot.· The liberation troops then split
from Vinh Kim to repeat their operation elsewhere.
Under Nixon, Go Cong province, just 30 miles
south of Saigon, was rated the "m~st pacified"
in ·South Vie.tnam. In late July,· government
compl,acencr,; about Go Cong tl~ssohre.d as the ~LAF
cut one of the Delta's major . arteries to Saigon _
and took a heavy toll. on Saigon troops dispatched
to reopen it.
Among those killed in. the ambush was Rudolph
Kaiser, the senior U.S; advisor iil the provi1:l·ce,
w'1ose friends say he just coul;dn't keep l#,mself
out of Go Cong's ffrst big fight in years:· . "Boy,
we weren't expecting that," said. Kaiser's deputy
after the ba-ttle.
·
·
The sense of sh~H:k 'Lid ,unexpected defeat is
also felt in.Colonel Meese's stomping ground at
Chuong Thien.' Of the pr0:vince's 218 government

Kevin,P. Buckley, a Newsweek correspondent
who s·pent fqur years ·covedng the war, recent l~ ·
was S!"Verly. shocked after po:tin,g through ll!ilitar~ .
and hospital·.r~c.ords of a prototype -of the
Phoenix
.
.
program conducted in 1968; .Ile went. to .interview
civilians in the Mekong Delta's Kien Hoa_ province
·
99
where Operation Speedy Express claime_d 10,8 -.''enemy'' .killed in six months, yet recovered fewe:r;
than a hundred .. "enemy" weapons.
·Buckley concluded: "A staggerip:g numb~r of
non-combatant civilians -- perhaps as many as 5,000
according to one official -- were killed by U.S •.
firepower to 'pacify' 'Kien Hoa. The death toll
there. made :the· My Lai massacre look trifling by
comparison. 11 ·_
,
Of the 10,899 "enemy dead," Buckely said,
many were unarmed farmel'.s in their rice. fields, _according to Vietnamese civilians still living there .•
Thousands of homes were burned 'down by American
grounl}, troops and bombing attacks. Many children
died fro~ the concussioo. of bombs overhea<l as they
hid in underground shelters.

'\

FONOA REPORTS ON OllES
..by Jane Fonda
distance, some ' clusters of hamlets--no industry; no.routes, no communication lines,
no military targets-"-just f~at rice .fields •
-Then, suddenly, bomb craters lined .both. sides
of the dike; gaping. holes, s.ome 35 feet in ·
diameter and 10 feet deep. The bottoms of'
the craters were 6 feet below sea level ... The ·
crater fri>rn a bomb that had severed the'dike
was practically filled.

NAM SACK, North Vietnam (LNS)-- I left
·my hotel in Hanoi at 3 .O'clock in the mo!l'tl. ing of. July 12th, in a camoflaged car, ac- .
companied by members of the Committee of
Solidarity With the American People. We
were driving to the district of Nam Sach, ·
40.miles east of Hanoi in the province of
.Hai Htmg. .We traveled at night because of
the danger.of.strafing by u.s.·planes.

...

The main worry was the damage done by
•the bombs whi:ch had fallen on the sides.
These cause earthquakes which shatter· the
foundations\ of the dike and cause deep cracks .
that zig-zag up the sides. Bombs had also
been.used that penetratethe·dik,e on a slant,
lodging underneath and eicploding later. This
causes serious,· internal damage and .makes repair work hazardous •. ·

.

!Jy the .time we arrived, in Hai Hung province,' the sky had begun to lighten •. Many
people were already in·the fields· a lot of
.work is done inthe dark when theie is less·
danger of planes,
·

.

•. I

Centuries ago, · the peasants of Hai HWlg
had fought· two famo'us. battles against the ·'
C?ine~e feudal lords •. Later, the province,
with its large coal mines, became the cradle
of the Vietnamese working class under French
~l~i~im.·
. ·
.
·

Tho1Jgh difficult . to detect, the w.eakening of the dike base is the, real danger.. .lf
these <;racks aren't repaired in time, the
pressure from the w.ater which will' soon be
20 to 25 feet above .plain level will cause.
the dikes to give way and endangei: the .entire.
Eastern region of .the Red Rive:rDelta. Si11ce
May 10th, Nam· Sach has been attacked 8 ·times;
four times against the dikes •

Nguyen Dinh Tri, ·~ell-known autho~ 'of a
novel about Nam Sach, told me, "Men from there
would go to ·work in. the mines while their
·
_wives remained peasants. On weekends the men
wo~ld come home," he laughed; "that way we
'
., cemented the worker-peasant al Hance. 11

0000'

The other major dike I saw in Nam
Sach, on the Kinh Thai ·River, had been' com.. pletely severed
few days before •. The re
pair work was dangerot.is becal}Se ·of imexp,loded bombs.

Today, Nam Sach has a population,of one
htmdred thousand.· The majority grow rice
and.raise.pigs •. They are protected from.
. flood and drought by' a complicated system
of cr~ss-crossing dikes. The importance of ·
. the dike~ becom!s apparent when you .con.sid- ·
er that the entire Red River Delta is below
sea level. . The river bec;ls. are raised many
yards above the plain 4ue to the acculnulated
. deposits of silt, washed down the· ino\Jn,tains
over the years. A yotmg boy in Hanoi said
"At the time of high water I. can stand on ~he
street here and see the sails of the boats
going down the Red River way.above my head,"
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ACLU

Filling in the huge crater5. is a monu-'·
· .mental task. The Cuban Ambassador in Hanoi
told !lie tha'I: a 'dozen or more Cubans, accus-·
t9med to working in the fie~d$ with· .the · ·
Vietnamese, collapsed after three hours
of packing the earth int<? a. ~ike.
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Someone said I was an American; People
smiles. There was no hostility. Not any.,
and I searched their eyes. That will stay.'
with me long afte·r the •war is over.
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LaYVleh Concerned
( 312} 9'22-823~ .

Lawyers Guild
('.312).939'.'"2492
21 E Van Buren
Chicago, Ill.

People's Coali'!;ion fc;r Peace and·.
:
.
Justice 1
. ', (31211922-~234
.
939"."9194 .
542 s. Dearborn ·
·Rbom 510 ·
Chlcago,Ill.

are being precluded by the costs c>f. warfare in
·_Southeast Asia;
The economic weifare'.of ~orke~s has

steadily~orseried, despite yearly wag~ increases,

Vietnam.Vet~rans Against the War

(312) 779-6019 1 Bart Savage
P.O •. · Box 9273
Chicago,Ill. · 60604

and

,.,•..

ORGANIZATIONS

Illinois People's Party
(3l:2) .539-2680
c/o Ted Kuhn
,37.0.5.N Troy
Chicago,. Ill.

~s ·a result of rampant inflatiQn and increased·
WHEREAS,
taxes
due· to the war.;
·
· The most divisive and problematical fact con·
(d)
DiSproportionate
n~be~s
.of black
fronting. the, citizens of America today is the
contin':'ing~ massively expensi"'.e, and geographically brown Americans are combat in, Vietnam and ·
among .the c;asualties of warfare in .that country.'
expanding involvement of lhlited States military
forces. i,n Southeast .Asia.
:. (e) There is a great and dangerous spiritual
malaise amo~g 9.ur ~e9~~e as a conseqllence ,of the ·
Our nation's interests command.that no.furdeeply emotional div:i.siveness over the issue .-.of .
ther blood and re.sources be wasted:
'
our military inv..olvement..
·
·
, '(a) Thousands of American yo~g men !)ave
NOW, THEREFORE BE iT .RESOLVED THAT:
given their lives and blood in a seemingly
endless military. struggle· that is an Urrdecla:red
war; '· ·
·
·· ·
·
' ··
(1) AFSCME opposes expansion of the Vietnam
was into Cambodia and
·. (o). Ade~uate expen_ditur~s for many so;rely
(2) AFSCME tirges·immedia-.:e and total withneede.d domestic development· progr,ams -- prodrawal
of all .U: s .. Armed F~rces, an,~ with out .
grams .of housing, food. for .the l'n.ingry, educ a.;;. .
regard to the willingness. or ability·of the Thieu
tion, man-po_wer training, pollution prevention,
government to carry on the war.
.
Model Citieg, medical care and· research,'~tc.-'i ..

4.52-7623

Women's «_enter. 438-.5223,

be-

(c)

u~s. MILITARY IN~OLVEMENT. IN SOUTHEAM ASIA

829..,3028

POST-AMER!KAN

resolUlion

Following is the text of the Vie.tnam resolution adopted by the .1970 convention which was
reaffirmed at ,the'l972 convention in Houston.

I

Food

Planned Paren_thood

N~t.ional

AFSCME

4.52-9111

4.52-4422

.

8ut after the .'.July 9th raids this· s~
mer our people have bee11vety worried
e ause the rainy season has begun and i f we
cpnnot mend the dikes in tinle, the lives of·
1'00,000 people and 5,000 acres of arable
land will be .in danger."

As \: stood on the top of the dike' all
I. could· .see. were rice paddies and, in the

.·
' 452.-5046

Mandrill

"I was 20 at the time of tR, revolution 11
.he said •. "The lands were given back to use,'
and my family joined an agricultural.cooperative. L~fehas bee]l getting better and
better. Since 1968 we have mobilized .our .
people to move 2.7 million cubic yards of
earth and .strengthened our dikes. The dikes
in our dist;rict were very strortg, and we
were safe in the biggest floods of lS:st yeaf. ;,.
11

829""'.7o57

~cGovern Head~uarters

..

\

. The pi.anes\had been here twice so far th'at
week,. and they were expected back. Yet . all
around were the people; knee and elbow deep
. in ~he mud'; 'planting their rice, carrying .
. their huge ba.Skets :of earth to the dike:
· getUng oil with their lives.
·

828:;;,9148

Food Stampei 9ffice

. · . He was deeply moved when he spoke about
the land that is now in serious danger. He
recalled the days before 1945 ,when. it didn't.
b'long to them, when pis parents, like the
others, had to sell themselves as "coolies"
tc> the rich French landowners.

· · This particular point; was attacked for
the second time .the previous morning by · ·
F-4's and A-7's •. It is a.most strategic section, for here the dike must hold back the
waters of six converging rivers. These
rivers will be raging down the mountains in
less than two weeks.·

452-36J!f. ·

· ·Bloomington-Norinal Emergency
911 .

. · Waiting out a .heavy doWllpour in the
district headquarters, I .·talked wi'th
Nhuyen Huy Ten, 47 year old Chairman of
the District Administrative Committee. He
spoke with pride about the im?rovements
made in Nam Sach since the revolution of
1945. He spoke of schools, hospitals .san,..
itary facilities being built. He told me
. that illiteracy had been wiped oµt, and I
·remember seeing even.small children reliding
newspapers-· alc:mg the roads~de, , · ·.
·

We walked tb,l'ough the mud. 0n the. narrow
paths that run between· rice paddies. · Ahead ·
·I saw my £irst dike. Like all major dikes '
it rose gradually about 30 or 35 feet above .
·the fields, .and was made entirely of earth.
Some people on bicycles ·and a few water buf. fdo pulling. carts were moving along the
top. On the other side .was the large Thai
Binh River.. .
·
•·
· ·
.

.·· ..
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ll. WAVED.!J2.Qll OUR INFANT MIGHT
filifili fil AH:EAD SEEMED Q!M !.§. filfil!!;-- ·
I! WITNESSED~! DEED~ VOW,
!f! WILL !Q!. CHANGE ITS COLOR.NOW.
--James Connell, 1889

The consistent failure of the anti-war movetica, the killing of blacks everyday on our own
ment to confront the issues of white supremacy
· streets, the attempts at pacification of black
and male supremacy"--l:!ither within its own ranks
youth with heroin, the dispropo.rti.onate number
or in. the social order as a whole.,--is linked to
of blacks and browns in the army and pris6ns?
a continuing naive faith in the "sensibleness"
MORE EXAMPLES .--Women all over the country
of the imperialists. And that faith, in turn, '
who have been active in anti~war work for years
is rooted in the very real material and "psychic"
are refusing to work in mixed organizations.
advantages which we ourse!Ves~-All Amedkans,
Why? The refusal of men in..the anti-war moveeven the most oppressed'--gain ·froni the imperiament ·to question thei.r own .male· supremacy. the '
list order. We hesitate to confront fully the
male-supremacist structure that "spontaneously".
enemy "outside" because to do so we' must also
grows up in anti~war organizations,the failure
confront the enemy "within." So we continue to
of the movement .to. ~focus on .the male suprema·hope that another mass demonstration, another
cist nature of the.army (WACS find upon enlistMcCarthy or McGovern campaign, another outbreak
ment that their real job is to sexually service
of trashing, will convince the Imperialis.ts to
, the GI 's), the schools, the family; jobs, laws,
be sensible, that is, tq call off .the war.
our whole culture (including the youth culture) .
They won't. They won't because Vietnam is
~en in the anti~war movement have rarely ininot an accident but the expression of deep-rooted
tiated any struggles for women on their own and
imperialist interests which will be surrendered
when women .have they have been laughed at, atonly in the face of an equally rea1. and deeptacked, put down, or ignored. Men have greeted
rooted threat to even more ci::,ucial interests of
women's challenges to male ·supremacy with re~
Imperialism, that is, the threat of a growing
marks like: "I don't think we shouid have inrevolutionary movemerit at home. The chief barterest groups in this organization." "!-!en are
riers to the growth of that movement is the racoppressed too." "Men have a· few legal advanism and sexism within the ranks of the anti-war
tages" but these are rightfully being reduced."
movement itself, which keep it silent on the two
"Why do you want to at tack me? I'm cool. Why
issues that call into question the whole strucdon 1 t you go 'after Jocks or men that really o.pture .of the capitalist social order. These are
press women?" . "Yeah, sure, baby'" I think you' re
the weapons that the imperialists use against us.
an equal human being,. Now, Jack, about· that demand our failure·. to attack· them and to ,keep them
onstration next week . . . "
from dividing us keep us from waging an effecFor nearly two years now the most. effective
tive fight against the war.
anti-war actions have come from the GI movement
EXAMPLES. --Anti-war demonsti;-ations and active
and its support groups: including.the GI enter..:.
campaigners for· anti-war candidates are almost
tainment troupe (FTA) organized by Jane Fonda
all white.. Why? The silence of the anti-war
and Donald Sutherland. This sector of t.he anti-·
movement on the racist nature of this war and the
war movement·has never l..Taffled on the crucial is.,racist nature of the domestic institutions that
sues of white and male supremacy, It is their
feed into the war.' Everyon~ remembers Kent State.
stand that has.driven the military into frenzied
Do many remember Orangeburg, Jackson State, Atattempts at reorganization. The military can do

nothing,· however, i f the men in the military
really bei;tin to question the white and male supremacist structure of the military.
·
As Jane Fonda puts it .in the September issue
of Ramparts, ''We spent months talking to soldiers about what goes on in basic training, the
purpose being to strip away from the human being,
who is going to have to follow orders, the ability to see other people, of, another sex or colo'r,
as equal, because if they could; they would ask
questions--they wouldn't be able to peel skin
off live Vietnamese women, and all the other horrors • 1'
.
So while the GI part of the anti-war movement
is telling the. rulinp. cl.ass that. they may not
even be able to main.tain an ariny i f the war goes
on, the domestic front of the anti-war movement
is saying, "Just give us an anti-war candidate
every 'four years and we will be happy and we
won't even mention those horrible things you do
to people all over the world and to your own
people at home."
.
And they go off chanting, "Just give p'eace a
chance?" A chance to do what? Commit more efficient genocide in the black and brown ghettoes
at home? Do a better job than open war of pi;eserving· Imperialism?

There are, ofaou,rse, other secondary forms of
solidarity: publishing material, sending medioine, eta; I. acin guarantee you that if tomorrow
we make a breakthrough and you are engo.ged in an
armed struggle against imperialism in Europe we
wiU send you some medioine too.
Amilcar Cabral
Partido
Africano. da Independencia
da Guine e Cabo Verde
PAIGC

Secretary~eneral,
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by Elizabeth Landa
If you are black or a woman and looking for a
job, the common obstacles of racism and sexism are
often a block to decent emp.loyment: Firestone
Tire and Rubber Company on,Route 66 is a good example of a company using sexist and racist.practices in hiring.
0

Firestone's p.lant employs over 300 people in
.three shifts. · Large tires are the plant's sole
product •. "rhe plant is under defense contract for.
many of its tires, and as such is compelled to
adhere to hiring policies set by Washington.
Every year the Personnel manager files a minority
employment report to Washington. Due to slight
paranoia and the defense contract, security at
Firestone is very tight for an industrial plant.

·At

11116tt111

Of course a few token blacks are hired because
of reqU:i rements !Dy Washington. Washington on_l:y,
requires to know how many minority people applied
and were hired: they don't ask how.many are fired.
Mr. Friebur, Asst. PersonneLManager, upon just
firing a Black worker commented; "These pe.ople are
lazy and don't want to work and here at Firestone
the work is hard and we can't afford.to lose tim~
on production when these people can't get to_ work."
A common thought for someone who iden~ifies with
corporate~capi taUsm.
Even thourrh Illinois hasn It ratified the
26th Amendmer;t,(Equal Rights) companies are forced
to abide by ,equal opportunity laws which ni.eans they
must not discriminate in their hiring policies
becaus:e of race, sex or age. If you are a, woman,
finding employment at Firestone is impossible except for clerical positions. (The pay· for a
woman working in the office is around $2. 50 an
hour whereas a factory position starts at $3 .. 50
an hour plus extra for piece work.) A· woman ..

the gate card trick
' .~

-··.

When cone goes to apply for a Job, you don't
go to the personnel office uut instead only fill
·out a gate card with the security guard at the
plant entrance. The.card asks hame, age; sex,
draft statu~ ·etc. Compal}ies aren't al~m~ed to
ask about race, but_ Firestone is Clever. and gets·
around this very wep. When the guard brings your
card to the personnel office he initials it. I f
you are •Black he uses the initials from his first,
midd 1e' and last name' _but if you ate white he us es
only his first and last i]1itii).ls. This clearly
·racist tactic i.s ,designed
inform the personnel
people ~ho of those applying are black in order
to exclude b_l,acks fro.m h.iri!f .I!'.

to:

Call 828-7026~ 8287944, or 8293701

CALL TODAY - HAWK THIS ISSUE

called the. Personnel Office inquiring about employment for herself in the factory.' She was immediately told they don'tnee<l help right at the moment and
to call back in October after they finished 1iith ~
the expansion (the real policy was to hire all the
extra help before October so they would be trained
by then); The woman was very persistent and didn't
take that as an answer.: ~Ir. Frieburg in desperation
tried' to convince her that this type of work isn't
sui ~able for a woman and the plant is hot and the
men somewhat crude. After the conversation ended,
he made the remark, "iVe have to handle these cases
carefully or we could have a law suit on our hands."
\l'hen asked why he diCin•t want her hired, without
even\knowing her physical characteristics, i.e.
height, weight, etc,, or her abilities he answerted,
''h'e don't have ~dequate washroom· facilities an<'
hesi<les the men' wouldn't like wor};ing wi tll 1~omer."
These are jus·t a few of the racist and sexis·t
practices of Firestone Company. Firestone is
located on Fort Jesse Road and how appropriate -,-,.
.Jesse fell could,
dig Firestone ..
; """' .'°!''',,'_ 0
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."But drop your 750-pound Mser-guided bomb only on the
den."
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In the U.S., a person literally believing fre
speaks with his dead ancestors w(ml<l he showing
. "symptoms_"_ of "menta.l" illness. Even· if this.
in<lividual felt no <liscomfort' or pain and had no
desire to .see a physician, he wouid still be dis.;;
playi:r.g "sympt;oms."; (In fact, "·little insight irito. •i
·his own condition" is frequently· further' proof oL
a ''patient's" illness.)--~
·

by R. P •. ,l>i~Murph}i
Most everyone pictures the goo<l society' as·
.having a minimum of sickness or disease. · An index of pr,<:Jgress is oft;en the lower incidence .of
disease.· in "advanced" countries. Doctors
have always 'enjoyed prt,istige and _respect' as ·
the ones who fight iliness and relieve suffering •.
American propagand,a makes much of our "high
standards" pf public heal th, and everybody thinks
public heal th is goo<l. ,
_
•
, . Accor<;ling to the-p;r,opaganda campa_igns, one
of our greatest health problems (and some say our
"number one" health problem) is "mental.illness."
Afterhearihg-thi~we are supposed to ~et
upset and join the bandwagon to stamp out mental
illness.
·
·

I3ut there's no such t,hing as mental illness.
'When "i-llness" was, a t:e·rm applying solely
;"to the physical,-it made sense.·- A body can mal"function, causfog pa1n anci· suffering. A victim of
_disease _had symptoms he could disce.rn. He had
suffering' he wanted alleviated. With the advance
of medical science' physicians cool<l find, physical
tauses . for _these physical· disorders. _Sickness,
disease, and illness all ·had c1ear meanings in
the real physical.world.

P

But in other societies that have existed,·
conversations with dead ancestors were-common
accepfed parts of life. Do the believers ir.
"mental',' illness con.sider whole cultures to
.
, be ~ompoi;ed cif sick· people? Or mayhe what co~
stitutes mental illness depends on what, standards
are found in each society. Can anyone imagine
physicians considering the. plague a disease in
some cotmtries but a healthy conQ,i tion iri others?
That Is ...
what
doctors
do with "mental II i11ness !:
·
·.
..

Students,' of criminology are well aware . that
almost the entire American population has at
seine 'time bro.ken: the law •.
I

This means that almost all the population is
"sick". \~e all have "mental" illness. · We all
ha.ve this d:i,seaseJ·
·But no doctor could ever examine .one of· ~s ·
and diagp.ose this. d.:i!sease._ He couldn '.t perform
an autopse af1d locate our "sickness .u _That's
bec;_ause we don't have a disease or an illness.
That supposed illness exists only in the definition arid_ judgement· Of our behavior.
---

health= middle · class

.

Not all of psychiatcy's role :i,s illt;lgitimate.
There are two sorts of people suppos.edly suffer-·
ing from mental illness. · Some people have "problems in living, II and I feel they should have '
some help with their problems--as long as they
have
problem •. (But the help wouldn't have to
come from a med_ical doctor- ~why not a: guru?)·

' And who do the p~ 1ychiatris'ts represent when
th~y make.' these judgements about our beh.avior?

a

"What E-very Child Needs For Good Mental ;
1-Iealth•·•. is a pamphlet published by the National
Association for: Mental Heal th. The pamphlet
runs .down all the_ characteristics of the good
su~mrban· middle-class home, induding ."love, faith,
gui~ance, control,'.' etc. ·Apparently, orie must be
socialized-into the·fuiddle class to be h~alth.·
The·-rest are sick.

·But others _say they have no problems, but
they.are nevertheless diagnosed as "sick" and
reco.mmended- for treatment._ In _some cases they
?re forced i~to mental 'hospitals. l\'h~n we
realize that, psychiatrists deal wi~~ ac,tions .;md

L

• I

..
; ... ~.

'

\.

·1

metaphysics

feelin?s rathe~ t;ha~ disease; it 111eans that people
a:e. being forqbly confined for their way of
11 v:i;ng'- -a way of living with which they are
content.
·

· But "mental" illness has _no clear meaning.No doctor has ever seen a "mind". ''Mind" is a
m7ta~hysical concept', and _one gets suspicious
finding supposed hard-core scientists like cioc.;.
tors delving int:o the metaphysical.
·
_The "symptoms" of "me~t-al" i1 lness are not

cle~rpl'!ysical aberrations_or pairt--they are1>e-

havio1;1r .. ::117 ~reatment of ordinary. bodily s'ickness _is ini t1ated upon a patient's complaint.
But the "treatment" of "mental" illness is· initiated somet~mes when the patiei:it makes no complaint
at al~: His behavior· may siinply ·be calied into·
q1;1est1on'. __ People "who, are •imentally" .ill are
people who· don't '.'act :right" according to other
people.
··
· ·'
· ··

Somehow doctors have manap:ed to use the prestige of medicirie and science to· ratify and va'Udate
a set of judgements about how people should beh_a\re. ·
And these judgements have .nothing whatsoeve.r to, do·
with the physician; s original province--'healing
the body.

Society traditionally sets' up certain
'guideli11es for .permissible behavior, and we
th~nk. in_ terms of having agreed. that certain
.stipulated behavior is unacceptable and will" be
punish~d.
These Stipulations are our laws, which
are written and public. They speeifically define
that unacceptable behavior, and we accord a de- '
gree:of legitimacy to these laws.· We consider
the~r enforcenient legitimate, too.
:
'
...

' ' i'

''

'

j

.1

At ·UCLA 't11ere is a· free· clinic to "treat"
·"gender problems" in 3-7 year old children. A
_
young boy has a gender problem, according- to· the·
7linic's list, i f he do~sn't take enough interest'
in. r_ough and tumble sports, if he has effeminate ·gc::stures,' etc. I guess definite -stereotyped sex
·ro-1es ·.are essential for gqod mental health. The
Nanor.al Association
Mental Beal-th funds the
clinic.

: . '·su_t · p~ychiat'tists can. imprison people for
'behavi,or ,whieh is not illegal--it need only be
-"sick''' or _indicative. of "mental" illness. This -,
:m~ans. that psychi_atrists ,cah imprison people for
~egal but unaccepta~le behavior. ;And they do ,:
it to ''.help" .the_ "patient" back to .,"health". -.-

for

Remember all those anti-'cdope comme:r;cials .on
.TV? One of those big mental h'ealth organizations
·put those on; too. A shrink everi · tolci. me once
th;;it po o.ne cart_ use. drtigs :and aiso ·be· mentally
healthy.
··
·
·

pig psykiatry

.

~

:·

·Psychiatrists -a.re claiming that homosexuality
is, a d:i?sease, There have even been reporfs of
lob.oto'inies _performed on homosex~al prisoners.

disease?

Later, thepamphlet-becomeseven clearer iri
showing·its narrow class and moral bias. Accor. d~ng to the National Associad.on for Mental Health
"mentally :healthy. adults" .are. "people who are good'
pa:r;en't~,.good _mates., good workers, good neighbors,
good icitizens.·"
·

Alcoholism 'is now a, "disease".

b'ourgeois
...
·.
..

(.·:

·

,

True diseases are independent of culture and
country. A tubercular lung looks the same
whether it •is in China or.the u;s. But ••mental"
illness, ip both its manifestations .and cause~ ~. .
. '
. .
.
.
'···
varies not only from. culture .to eul,ture, but ·
also from i,roup to group within a give?! culture.

Karl Me.nninger1 in hi~ famous The. Crime of
_Punishmen!_,. says, that the. prison 'system shouidbe
t1,1rned over to psychiatrists. lj!enniriger says
that '.'"yone who breaks the la_w is· mentally il 1!
,,

What· this me'ans is that psychlatrist~ are

~n the business Of prescribing' how to,hehave anCl

view t~e world in t,e.rms of a given culture's needs
lmd·morality. And wh~,n the culture is c!'mpos·ect of
differing· sub"-cultuies, ..the psychia,trist.hecomes
_ the .$pokes1111!il for and enforcer of the dominant
,group's standards of behavio~"' · ·
· . · ·
I,

~· ..

;

·

l\'hat "mental" illness' comes dowri .to is this:·
it is· moralism·. cloaked·~in scientific prestige and
credibility. -··
·
·
··
·
:.

Drug· use is an indication of, "sickness·."

~.

'.\

What typifies bou!geois i_<leolo,gfes is their
· a·ttempt to elevate aspects· ~of bourgeois society
to universals and absolut-es; · Our ·present insti- ·
:tutions are historica_l--theY have n<)t 'all\•ays
~xisted.. nor w.i 11 they ·contir.ue to _exist forever.
. Du~ bourgeois ideolog)'· intimates t'lfat these:· institutions are outside of time and· space, fixed :.
pexmanen.t models of existence that aJ,way!S have aud
always w~n:apply ... -._.; · ·· ·· ·' : __ ·... --•-------- ·
·
-·.
By cailirig"una~t:eptable behlivior .a "disease,' 1•
·by niak~ng an analogy_ with i'eal physical sickness;
bourgeois psychiatry'O attempts to )end its historically arbitr;ary.judgeine'ntS' a scientific air
of eternal, unquestionable and universal validit~.
·:,

,.
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~fiddle Earth is dead.. . This is a late OB
notice, but necessary .. Many of you newly arrived
"residents" Should know where. to go for ~ertain
types of help and some o·f you returnees' might
remember Middle Earth. Actually, it died. in
June, the first• weeks, when. all 0f its· volunteers
went to work or· out to pl,ay, as they d.id at : .
.Thanksgiving~ Christmas, and Spring break. But ·
those. with an inside view weren't surprised,
everyone ·knew, jlS early as February, that i't was
dyi,pg •.. Few ·new people were coming into. -the.
group~ few ne.w services were added·to·the al-·
ready limited con<:;ept-drug rescue; Even a
federal grant, which was built around Middle.Earth
people and called· the Student Drug Educa,..tion
Coordinating Committee, couldn't pump enough'.
life into the program.

· . .... Some o·f the same core p'eople who initiated
·the idea for PATii in 1970, initiated Middle Earth.
The split came ,from ideological and_.service phii,osophy differences. , PATH was to 'be .a telephone
referral program, Middl.e. Earth people wanted a
drop in/phone/direct contact crisis program·•
."
.The crisis that kicked both programs off was
drug use and ·resultant bummers, ,burns, OD's.
•

-

~.

I

~

,. •

•

•

.

·~

~

.

1

PATii went after llii.iversity .and 'town support,
reflecting a cross.,.culturd staff and serviCes ·
oriented towards problel!IS typical of an entire
. population. Middle I;a_rt-h went· after .you~h~ ..
particul!i-rly counter-cultural:·.support.- wrote ·
·a grant for·di:ug mon]:es •from HEW,-.and refJect-ed
a young counter-culturaf s:faff and serviees~''.
.
~round drug problems,
·
·

set up their
.

phcin~s

and drop in. :

Mandrill is working with some public schools.
on drug. education, n~twdrks· wit~ the Ment;al
Now by the .time. Middle Earth was set up,
.·.
The k_ey peopJe i~ Middle E~rth were the
. '
Health Center and. I§U Counseling Center, shares
the·· rest' .of the country' was shifting emp}).asis
key people .in SDECC, but the two organizations were its .?ffi~e ~ith People's Fo.od and the Post- . ,
away frt)m dope an.d into. ·multr..:service orieri ta ti on •.. separat.e, ·at least from th.e i!isic:le. .
· .· . :·
• Amerikan, has a ci>-operat}v~ program with Planned
.M.E. got in on the very end of the drug trip,
·•· < ., '''
·· •
... Parenthood,,:a·pro-gram wi)th' Minority Community
fragmented crises services in the community by
PATii referred all of its drug cans: to
Workshop is· being planned and has been, working on
setting up after PATii started and duplicating
Middle Earth. .SDECC st;lff were/ somehow supposed
The Attic.
v
.
.. .
.
the original service.problem, ;md limited itself
to work between PATH and Middle Ear.th on drug
largely to the university community with a
calls and drug training. And at that .point the
If you need help with any depe problem, i f
. homogeneous staff of the same background~.
story becomes incredibly 'confiising. · Pers•Onalities, you want any information on <J,tugs·, cali PATii,
. egos~ c,ommunicatiOn problems~ ·too much :structure,
452-4422, and ask for Mandrill. Mandrill has a
The grant Middle Earth wrote turned into the
too lit.tle strticture, no. skills, wrong skills;
physcian and attorney available ()TI co_-operative
Student IJFug .Education Coordinating Committee;
backup.
·
·
laws and pers.onal vdues, isolation, .unorganized
SDECC. < it·was desigm:d· to work fn' cooperation with; ·expansion, too many meetings,. groups l>y "natural"
,'
·, ..
Middle 1Earth:,_. PATH;· r;!c:Lean ·Count.y ,Ment~l Heal th_. · methods; and on and on and ·on to present, • ,
If you want to help, if-you,want to work-on
Center,, ISl.l;Coµnseling _Center,. the police people,
Middle Earth •is dead, 'S,DECC moved from the·warp
any' of .the ,above .mentioned. projects, if you want
and the Ale.oho! and Drug Assistance Unit (ADAU),
at .Loc~t St• to NandTill at 114 1/2 North St.,
Mandrill .people to do . an information .or awa·re..,.
with its pr~.ority as drug education, · SDECC tented
Normal, and P.ATH. refers. drug• related calls to ·a
ness trip; call Mandril~ at 45.~:-911f, "Coop,er~tion
a house at· 40s-.:w Locu5t, Nornial, and Middle. Earth
and Survival" ·
·
Mandrill staff member on call.
}

('
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OR fOlLOW YOUR DOCTOR'S
ORDERS

by BobChapmen
Sep. 21, :.Thursday evening; Mennonite
Hospital as host; doctors, hospital administrators, .
professors, nurses, 'nursing home owners, and insurance salesmen a:s guests __ the JIIAi'!PCO board .
of ·directors,· the cream of the cities' medical
establishment,· in their mo~thly meeti,ng ·of the
minds. .
·
·
As reported in J..ast issueJs article, IHAllPCO
is McLean and LiVingston counties health planning
agency. The .emphasis of comprehensive health
·planning, a national program, is upon the decision
. process that plans inadequate and restrictive
health systems. By writing in a· 51%consumer I
·
49% provider board membership clause, the f(lder~
people (HEW) hope to facilitate enough change
to balance pr~fessional power and values with lay. men opinion and viewpoint.· Of course, its to '
be understood that the status quo resists ·movement.
And it .should be added, for, those millions of
patients, t~at yo~ have nev!'i" deal~ with conservativism or caution Wltil you meet your doctor
as anything but your doctor ..
·

How? Dr. Kilough, president of MIAHPCo, suggested
·
tha't a paid director could recruit· Livingston·
George Vineyard,. in disgust, asked that his
people through speeches' etc. Dr• Bertholf a:d,.
members'hip:application be.withdrawn. Doc,Chap.,;
vised that Zebell will have a PR lady fJ;om the
man, with upper right. lip curled;· shouted ''.Excepted! 1
Chicago office soon and she can take the forth.- ·
Meeting adjourned ..
coming announcement of recognition and .• 1put
·some zip in .. it". Good round of la~ghter, ho ho.
serve the people

MIAH_PCo is a public agency, re~ponsible to the
people .as outlined by s.tate and :-federal law. The
medical interest people have attempted to promote
the facade of public concern through the pompous
presumption.of their benevolent collectiye ego
that they, the professional/medical business
community speaks for the entire community. When
confronted ·by the shocking 'reality that this was
_not so, as·conununicated by the thirty people that
invad~d their custoiuary domain. last October, the ·
,Ben Boyd (provider, McLean County Heal th), ., . professionals reacted in fear, for they are rarely
chairmen of the membership (screenin'g) committee,
challenged by patients. ,The pressure .of a vocal"
asked the board wha·t he should tlo with. the· McLeari planned alternative cri tque of their actions has
applications for he .doesn •t· "want to be a"slouch"
caused these· educated men and women to trip over
.:ir give ·representation that the.re is ••an attempt ·. ~11_!lir profe~sionalism and act on short-sighted,
violating proced1.1re
to ml'µlipulat·e:•. The by-liaws state that application: incomplete ideas. .· · ·.
must be referred .promptly to the board. Ben's
. ·
The meeting opened·with Fraricis Irving, a
On October 4th, .7:30 PM, Normal City Hall;
consumer and well known advocate of minority_peoples question could not be answered by his professional
the McLean-County.Regional· Planning Commission
requesting that the meeting be adjourned.because
friends., which is a curious position for them•
will hold an open hearing on the state compreit was out of procedure. The by-laws state that
hensive health agency. The link between the
stacked membership
notice 9f a board meeting must_be six days in
advance, Francis received his three days in
. · The medi'-group has useQ. the ratio issued tD.. Olgi vie administrations,_ the state agency, .and .
MIAHPCo's special interest group should be weli
advance.
·
·
bloc~ membership, as well as their membership
documented;
·
committee to·screen out anyone connected with
The motiotl was a reminder to ·the profess,i_on;.
the. C~nce::ned Citizens. group·~ or anyone whose
By the reading of this article, the·h.earing
als that dominate MIAHPCo, that-the corporation is
position i7 Wlknown. George Vineyard's complaint
a public a:gency, responsible to th~ people through
that negative methods . of balancing membership will will have taken plac-e. A rundown will be forth•
specific state and (soon) federal law. Procedure.,
prove destruc:ti ve is timely, and will be more so · coming in the next POST. But the annual meeting
of MIAHPCo will be in Pontiac, sometime in
which has been rather fluid up to this point;
when the.day for matchin.g fWlds arrives. George
October.
, Any interested ci.tizen, people that- feel
is agravating but necessary .to alter. the present
also ·won.dered how the one, two, a:nd three year
or are the subject of poor and discriminatory
control of health services by special interest
terms of boa:rd members was decided as there
health services, students in -s,ociology, psychology,
groups.
didn'~ seem to be any clarifivatio~ other than
political science, or any allied .heal th field
th~ byi;laws calling_ for such terms.
Ben Boyd
should- come to the· meeting. ,The pressure of an
The medical group decided to skip· the meal at
broke the silence by blurting,. "a· matter of
the annual meeting in October, to be held at.
ma:hematics , 7imply 111athematics". , Dr. Kilough .. involved people keeping the awareness of MIAHPCo!s
activities in the open, .available to 'the people,
Pontiac, This is soimd preventative medicine.
grimaced at this non-sensical answer, the rest
is the best way to deal with the special interest
Last October, they·undoubtedlr.suffered mass·
of .the board, and apprently Ben, was cqnfused.
people. They t-raditionally abhore publicity of
indigestion after their domain·was invaded by
they behavior.
·
"undesirables"/ consumers·,
·
·
Doc Cha:pman.•s'reply to,the questions on
·/
. ~
procedure capped the end of the meeting·. He
The opportWlity to become involved.in
.
·The' question of membership, or who is quali- · felt that_geographical quotas are just as imdecisions that affect your ~daily lives is at hand.
fied by ,geographiCal ·and: occupational.· criteria·,
r,or~ant.as'coilsumer and poor representation, and
That's what the past ten years of struggle have
was.- the major topic of debate throughout the. rest
whi17· 1t breaks my heaq that s.ome peopleare
.been about. Nourish the spirit, fe~J. the energy,
of the meeting. The issue is full of hiclden
f~ot~ing at t~e.mouth to get in to the corpora..,
·
·
agendas and 1S the key operant of manipulation
tion • the spirit of the federal guidelines should free the people.
used by the medi-group.: For instance, Mary Parker, b~ followec;i. "l~hy ,are we asked to top the guide(provider; administ_rator ·of Hopedale Hospital,··
llne:s on .some rules .and disregard th.em on others"
--Doc Chapman.
· ·
·
wife of Dr. Parker of McLean CoWlty Health), reI
presertt a hospital that is in Woodford County, not
included in MIAHPCo 's region. She wa:s afraid that
whe may lose her voting status on the board and '
-services do flow between Hopedale and hospitals .
·in McLean and Li'iringston coWlties and, after all,
.\
rather indiginantly, "we do support the board,
finan~ially,"
·
'

;

George Vineyard,· sitting on the board as an
alternate for Mary Davis (constimer), said-that
he was confused by the by-laws a:Ii\i the·. delaying
action on McLean applications. He has had his
application for membership in- for 2 .1/2 months
and hftsn't 'received.any notice of its s~atus •. He
felt' that such stalling was not the best way to
promote MIAHPCo, and was contrary' to the tenor and
intent of the guidelines.

'

)*

Dr .. Ch_apman felt that Mary should have a .vote,
"as long as it doesn't cost us anything", . Perhaps
Doc Chapman, being a psychiatrist, keyed to Mary's
sentence; she used the bo11rd as her subject~ not
MIAHPCo.
But one noble persoi:t stepped fowar<l, to
take a stand on the'consumer/provider issue., Mr.
Craig Hart. · C_taig decided to res igp. because! he
feels that he,:is in a conflictive position by 'being
a co~sumer w,hile he owns _an interest· iil Heritage .
Manor, a local nursing home. He didn't mention
that Concerned Citizens for Responsible Health
Planning had publici:teq his position several t-imes.

·
· ,

..--- .

. And ano~her noble pers9n steppedfo~aid to fill .·
Craig's vacancy, Dr. Lloyd. Bertholf (former Pt-esident of Illinois Wesleyan Univ:ersity and former ·'
acting executive director of MIAHPCo) • The board
saw it coilvienient and efficient to place Dr.
Bertholf in the vacancy, which expires next year,
rather than: open the position to nolliin:atioris at
the annual meeting, in October.
·· ,.

. . ;:\;~;~tR 1/Jat:J,e,fa~iJ:olve/t!
0~~~~~~~~~ ~°'4Je lt toyOll~~

No it should be noted that Lloyd is ,a valuable man, he has played the commtinicator's role·
between Mr. Zebell, the real head of the state,.s
comprehensive heal.th planning agency •. fri Springfield
and the MlAHPCo board •. And he had good news .fro111
Mr. Zebell, the state's recognition of MIAHPCo
as the area's heal~h planning agency was. forth- .
coming, a sure thing. Lloyd received Siie claps~.·
of applause, headea by Dr, Mary Shanks (dir- ·
ector of school of nursing, ·Illinois Wesleyan).
The board approved a few new members, all
from Livingston Comity. The reason was sourid,
MIHAPCo has to reflect the populations of McLean
and Livingston Colm.ty in. its membership. ·The'·.
McLean people dominate the board by a near .
2 1/2 t.o 1 ratio, the proper ratio must be met.
'· \

~ \..\'rt
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the. 1.1mos1 Next ·to ·last seouel ·

'!'Man, I sure am getting tired 0f_ waiting, II said
Man· No, 81,000,000,002..
·
-.
\'Yeah, me, too," replied Man No. 81, 000 ,000.
001. "Let's break out the beer."
·
. "Well, what th~ hell do we. do now?"' asked No •.
0

2.
"Shit, I don't know, but this beer sure is ·,
good," said No. 1 as he leaned back against the
tree. _ ''Wow, I have an idea. I've go.t some ~a
rot cards and we can use them to see when he s . ,
going to·_ get here • "
,.
''That
sure • is
a shitty idea."
'
'
111
''Yeah, but what else have we· got to do? •·
"Okay, go ahead."
·
-·
No. 1 starts'laying out.the cards.
''He's going to ge·t here ,.soon;" said No. 1.
•
"aullshit," said.No. 2, "I'll believe it w~en
I see his dust."
.
.
"Cr.ipes -~an you. got to. believe in these
.
'
·
'
If
cards i.f they' re _going to work.
·_
·
.
_· · ''Yeah sure. I used to ·know a broad wh!' was
into tba~ shit. She said we were.going to be i.n
love forever •. Shit~ I never did love her. ·Those
cards are about as good as i:he goddam government.
You c;mly believe i.t after you've s~en the real
thing• II , , . ,
,
'
.
"For God's sake man, for such a realist and .
objectiv~st you fail to grasp the one ess~ntial
·thing about people~ All yo'! do is believe. We
only believe that we ar.e sitting under this fig
tree an_d drinking beer. There is no knowledge,
only belief. ·.And cince you grasp t!!is you can
make-life work for you, not against you." '
"Oh, my dear fellow. Has this _long vigil con-,
verted.you?"
"Fuck you_. An~ how do you make 11it from one
day to the ne~t without going mad?
.. ''Easy~ .I drink a lot,"replied _No. 2 •. ''You
surel1 don't believe in all that crap you're
feeding me. Sure, there's'n:o knowledge. •So
what? . You just try to figure out whatever you
·can for the moment. I just wake. up every morning. No thing ·too hard about that."
·_
.
"Maybe you don 1 t get bored O'l't Of ~our mJ.nd
·but I do. Day after wearisome day. When I
can 1 t believe that 'I believe, I just want to
kick the shit out of something. More beer?"
''Naturally," said No. 2. ·"Isn't_ violence won·derful? I.love it. Just like on ~elevision.
· . Love it, 10ve ·it. Let 1 s hear it for violence."
"I .think I'm going to be ill," said No. 1.

''Unfortunately, yoti asked what was occurring
. in the world and I was obligated to inform you,"
. replied 'fhe old man, keepi.ng the b~er.
"
"Pass m"e another from the cooler, old chap:
said No. 2 before returning to the o.ld man.1 'You
apparentiy need some of this magic elixir, deargeezer."
•
_
"Sir;. the foul stuff has no effe~t on myself,
but I-do wish to be friendly with fellow way'f4rers."
"That's splendid, .but ,what we 're worried_ about
'is whether or not we' 11 have enough beer to last
untii our friend arrives," said No. 2.
"Surely~ my friend, you do not doubt that I
would not return your hospitality," replied the
old mari as he pulled a battered jug from his
knapsack. i'This ·will supply us all the refreshment we could possibly wish·."
"That small jug," said No. ·2. '·'I alone have
drunk many jugs of·that size at society parties
in this very month."
"It will supply us. I assure you."
. ''What , I want to know," saiii' No. 2. taking a_ .
long swill from the jug, "is how men are getiirig
along nowadays. ·I understand that we left them
in a rather bad fix."
"Oh, they~are shooting at_ each other and carrying on tnuch the same as they ever did, But,
they don't seem to. be able to put the heart in_ 11
it that they once did. _Mostly habit, I guess.
The old man shook his head, took a long swill,
and· passed the. jug.
. .
''Well what I want to really know is, uh, well,
do they ;till remember, do they still think about
th,e incident." said No. 1.
.. ·_ .
11
"Some remember. They're the unlucky ones.
The old geezer deftly intercepted the jug and
gulped down four o:i:: five swallows.
_
"Unlucky ones? If most of the people have already forgot.ten then I can go back,"· sa~d _No. 2.
· ''No, my son, you will never be, able to go
back '' said .the old man. ''You are no longer a
, ..
.
" '·
part of the whole.
.
"Old geezer, you' re crazy," _said No.. 2. "If
no one· cares· .anymore, then I can go .back anytime.
I can go to i:he grand parties. arid drink w_ith. th,e
best of them. Even better, I can bed the best
wenches again. ·Nothing cari stop. me from return-.
ing now:"
"Unfortunately, they would not re~ognize you
·any· longer. _You have broken a -great many laws
and are no longer a. part of genkind, whetb_er they
punish, you' or.not. Not-even drinking would bring
you pleasure any, longer."
"Shit. I could at leas·t get laid again.' You
old geezers don't understand that sort of thing
anymore, no doubt. But'o.I sure. do." .
, "There you are again wrong, ·my son," replied
the oid mari. "I certainly do remember a few very·
good women, form .only' yesterday_.'"
,"Shit, you couldn't even get it up anymore,
old man," said No_. 1.
''Well," laughed No. 2. ''We' 11 have to go to
a good whorehouse or two that I know i~ the City
and just find out."
"That's not exactly whai: I had in mind," said
the old geezer.
,,
u
·"Sure, you like virgins, laughed.
2,
shoving the old man jovially. ··
.
".Leave him alone' II said No •. 1.
·"I won't hurt him," s11,J.d No. 2,;, "It wouldn't
be · ariy ..ireat loss anyway~'.'.

rw•

''Hey. look man, d'1s~ .••• "
11 Biblical.ailusions don.1 t impress me,
It;''-s
probably jus.t sorlte bugg~r' On the way 'to ':the c+ty.
the bugger probably just wants to make it with. ·
some chick tpnight,; get.balled. ",Warit to bet?".
"I'll bet you!. ·t 1 1Lbet you screw up any ;, . '
chances
of our:gett!-~~ an-'y new!;\." He mi,ht !a_io,w
1
something import-ant• ~oe~:r he is, _he s better,
off than Us, At' least be is' going to t~e CitY•
And we''re· stticlt
6ut. 'here ti·:waiting;
for 'some·· dude-·
.
. ·,
:. '
.
.
who might nevet shq:w ~p; •
" '.
.. '
"Fuck . you·' re the motherfocker th!it got me'_
out here~ If· you :haidri~t>i:>rought, up the 'idea· o(
waiting for that' mpther while I was' d:iai_nk out of
my mind, I JJOuld never have come. Jesus!"
''He'll, be here soon. I can feel it in my
bones. You can't go. back anyway. Afte:r what" you
did, th~y would put y'o\1 'into isolation ~or life."
·''No doubt, but if they gave me my alcohol, nothing much would be different."
.
"Aw shit man you killed god-! They might cru-,
.
. '
.
. .
'
cify you so they"can get· their.rocks off. ·Thats
all they have to do these days"
._.
,
"Bullshit priests. II said No. 2. "All they have
is the opiate of the masses. Ha. • .ha. • .ha. • "
"Cut the crap. The old geezer is just about
here.. Maybe we - can f:f,nd. out somethi~g."
. .
''Yeah; let's drive 'the old geezer up a i:ree."
"Good.day gentlemen," said the old geezer.
"I believe you're awaiting the arrival of .a particular p~rsonage.".
. ,
. .
..
"Sure~ but l'm afraid you just d.on't,fit the
description," said No. 2. ''We want a vi rile _
young man, Or better yelt, a virile young woman.
You sure •don ''i: look l:UC:e much."
"Inde~d," replied the old man sadly. "I have
not prospere!i l~tel,y. '' ,·
,.
.· .
. .. ,
"I should hope not-, 1" said,No,:"2. ::, "Yoµ look_

lik~~=:iti 11 im ~i1 i:~i~g~

men,"• . -· .· .· ·, ,'_, ..

to h1:
"Soc;atea,, ;~he:_·geezer~'- '•Just w~a~ we ~ne~ded ~ ··
But you can have a beer ··if 'you' 11' tell us: what ·
is going e>n in thl;! wo,rld these days," . said .No.
''Much ado about nothing signifying something
he replied taking a long swill on his beer.
"Jeeezus • • • "
'tKeerist. Gimme b~ck that be~r you old fart·."

f.•

"Leave him alone anyway,'' said No • - 1.
"Say, old man. Just what kind of women do
you like?" asked No. 2,
"As you said, I prefer pure women rather than
conunon -i:rhores • 11 ·
"And' I bet you "ve never had any lack of "pure"
· women," laughed No. 2 •
·
''No, I've never exactly had to beat around the
bushes fo'r one. I i:nerdy tell them who I am.';
"Indeed," laughe'ci No. 2 ~ · "They probably all
laugh so long that you can just rape them on the
spot after that."
No. 2 gave the old.man another-playful push.
"Aw, lay off Mr~ DeCatalyst," said No. 1.
.
"He loves it, 11 said No. 2. "It 1 s probably
the only physical _contact he 1 s had in 50 ye~rs.
He looks like a lover of young boys an)'¥ay.
' ''You are hardly my type' dear fellow' 0 said
the old man. · '
.
"Oh .no?" said No.- 2. "That just showtJ you?'.
lack of taste; I used to be a great favorite of ·
men in high plac-es."
.
''Yes', I believe that is on your record also,"
said the .old man.
' "What record? Are you froni the police?"

\'

. ''No.t " said
the
old IIman. "The vice squad never
.
.
.
·
was my- favorite work.
.. _
.
.
"I don 1 t bel.ieve you," said No. 2 threatening_
the old man.
"Jesus Christ," said _No. 2. "Nobody would
11
believe this senile old bastard. Leave him alone.
,;My de~r fellow, I am hardly senile."
"Sure you are," said No. 2. "You've been
slobbering all over this jug. By the way, why
isn't it empty yet? Haven't you guys be~n drinking?"
.
"Sure I''ve been drinking,'' said. No. 1.
"I pr;~iously infortiied you gentlemen that t_his
jug would n~ver lack for further refreshment."
"Bullshit. You've just been ,slobbering in the 11
. jugt" said No. 2. · "No wonder _it tastes so lousy.
·
''You're simply not an excellent judge_ of li-.
quor old. chap," said. the old man~ "I don't_'
t~s~ your taste in liquid refreshment any more
than I trust your taste in women."
' l'IWhy •. you old motherfucker; You wouldn't ~ow
a good. piece if she came up and b.it your cock,
said No, 2 giving the old man a solid push that
knocked him to i:he ground-· and bounced his head
on a rock.
"Are you all right old man?" asked No. 1. "I
told you not to shove him around so much."
"Oh, he's all right;"
,
"Shit, he's dead," said No. 1 after. feel~ng
the old man's pulse.
And indeed God was dead.

.

\
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make.$$$$
YOUNG MAN WITH AMBITION AND DRIVE' needed .
to sell' and circulate. relevant al ternative. newspaper. You make up to 5¢ for
·~ach dopy ~ou sell.
Call 828~7026,
829-370~, dr 828-7944.
,

.

.

I

YOUNG WOMAN WITH AMBITION AND1DRIVE wanted to work in circulation.of dynamic,
relevant.alternative newspaper. You
make up to 5¢ for each copy s9l-d. Call
828-7944, 828-7026, or 829-3701.

I

LETHARGIC.BUMS wanted to sell the PostAmerikan. You make up to 5¢ for each
copy sold/ 'Set your own hours and
work at your own pace. THIS JOB IS
SUITED TO .YOUR NEEDS AND SKILLS! Apply now py &alling 828-7Q26, 829•3701
or 828-7944.
.
Do.RM RESIDENTS WANTED to hawk the .Post-call 828~7944, 829-3701, or 828-7026·

wanted to buy
COMFORTABLE COUCH, preferably with.conveniently flat arms, and cheap. Call
828-7026.
.
.
STURDY COUCH, in goo.d condition, pr'iced.
between $10 and $20, .call 828-7944.

living space

'\

ROOMMATE NEEDED,. male or female, $65
a month, in 5-room apa:rtment ·with one
other person. Locationa 402 N. Roos~9elt, Bl1. Call 828-7944.
Be Righteous!
Hear Yourself think •••
Beautiful country clean living.
Male, Female, or couple.
Contact Phillip Blalock
c/o Marvin Reinitz
Route One
El Paso, Illinois '

f ulf ming pastimes
'

CREATE AND DEVELOP an alternative
countervultural newspaper, The
Post .Amerikan needs people. Come.
to 114! North St. Oct 12 at 8 PM.

\

.

'I

"FOLLOWING THE MARXIST LINE"
'

I

The following comments·. were made in the .Senate o~ Aug. l, ·du:i;ing
debate on the defense budget:

I.

SENATOR SYMHIGTON (Dem,-Mo.): Is.it not true. th:at one of the
basic tenets·of Karl Marx was thfit capitalism needed war and the
pre"!laration for war t6 preserve the sys'tem of free enter.prise? .
SENA'J'OP MCGOVERN (Dem.-S.D.): The Senator is absolutely correct.
Marxist li tera'.ture is filled with referencefl to the failure of
capitalism t.o providP. jobs and income for the workers without war,
As a matter 6f fa~t, that is onP. of the principal Mar:idst indictments
of ell.pi ta.lism, th8t i't: requires war and imperialism in order to
sustain itself, that in the· a'bsence of· what amounts to a war-oriented
'9Conomy, c;:apitaliRm does not work, I do not believe that, • ,, B4t
it is a fact that those who arg-ue th·at we have to have expanding
leveJ s of military spending in order to provide' .iobs here at home
are actually. fOllowin'p; the Marxist line, They may be doing it
11nwi ttingly, but nevertheless they are adopti.ng Marxist premise,'
that you have to have a war economy in order to make capi t'alism work.

•

MEI'
,

• '

•.

*

•

1•

The next day 'the Senate passed a de.fense budget or more than
Both
McGovern and.· Symingto11 voteri for those appropriations.

l£80 billion, the highest in hiiiltory, by a vote of 92-5.
,.,
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